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"We don •t have to put it 
together. /J already is 
together." 
Whole Earth Cat~logue 
10 ce1111 
T,alkin' Up The Revolution 
They hung out in the Union most of 
1he first semester selling red books and 
posters and giving · away leaflets and 
pamphlets and generally talking up the 
Revolution. Although most aren't. 
currently students, they attend many 
courses with about as much regularity as 
those enrolled: sometimes annoying 
professors, sometimes enriching the 
course with their facts and opinions. 
They ·Upset a lot 9f pe9ple at the Dick 
Gregory lecture, claiming his pacifism 
w·as divisive and served only the 
interests of the fascists, and they 
participated in preventing the Army· 
recruiter from coming on the campus in 
December. thereby creating further 
'l:on trovers y. 
'fhe Peoples· Anti-Fascist Resistance 
League. P.A.F.R.L. The Maoists? Red 
books. The Red Menace'? Re_volution. 
The Party Line'? ls this evidcnoe of the 
"International Communist Conspiracy". 
the paranoia that all America fed on in 
the 19SO's? What's going on here, 
anyway'! 
Because we figured that the best way 
to understand just exactly what these 
people are into is by asking them. we 
drove out to their house in the snowy 
Ithaca outlands one recent windswept 
evening. We'd made arrangements ahead 
of time and apparently, they were 
anticipating some kind of LIFE 
magazine expose, because they were all 
assembled in their living room. After 
awhile, it became apparent that we just 
wanted to generally rap with them; and 
Dennis, one. of their members, asked 
those assembled if it were necessary for 
everyone to be there as there was other 
work to be done. They split up; some to 
read, others to work on a leafier that 
had to be written and distributed by the 
following morning, others to stay and 
talk with us. 
The P.A.F.R.L. was incepted over 
the last summer and currently functions 
in only a few upstate New York cities. 
Their -members regard their 
participation in this organ!zation as a 
summing up of their conlacts with the 
American Political Experience and 
consider Marxist-Leninism. combined 
with the Teaching.~ of Mao-Tse-Tung, as 
the most scientific and objective way to 
reach political conclusions. The Ithaca 
group directs much of its energy 
towards the C'omell and Ithaca College 
community, because they realize that 
they come from the same petty 
bourgeoisie background as most 
students.-Jon, one of those present, told 
us how he'd first started attending 
Ithaca_ College seven and a half years 
ago. "At that time nobody was talking 
politics. About three and a half years 
ago there was SOS at Cornell and of 
cowse later on there were the strikes, 
bur there has been no real movement 
leadership . ., 
When you get into movement 
leadership, "It takes awhile to know 
what_ you're doing," Betsy explained. A 
quote from Chairman Mao that was 
hanging on the wall expanded this idea. 
"It is necessary to sum up experiences 
conscientiously •.. to investigate the 
whole ·process~ of the movement: its 
incep~n. its development, its present 
state~ how the leadersbip 1has acted and 
how the masses have acted, what 
contradictions have emerged and what 
~en. we•re not trying to be leaders 
exactly. It's teachers that are 
necessary. n-
· w as_i t leadership that had been, 
exhibited at the Gregory lecture? .They 
· 'feel thannistakes were definitely made 
~t~tli"at confrontation. The ilu:iden; 
.. cilme ,.2!f as a personal attack against 
Greioiy because they· accused him of 
working- for the interests of the fascists 
_,:~~:.:~..-:-~:·,l · 
... .'' 
.... , .:;t~.···1·1·1.:.:...:.~·~ - ·.:··.: ..... -
- ·f?Wi5"'"~:F::':3'.:. :::1rL> .... ,. ,l;;- ,.. ... , . .._· .. -....... -
through his advocacy of pacifism. 
"Gregory is not the enemy," one 
remarked. "He only aids them." 
They claim that the issue of pacifism 
was confused by Gregory. 
"He was divisive and tried to separate _ 
people along racial and generational 
lines. He was slanderous to the working 
class. Then he told everyone that 
violence is a bad thing in any form. He 
made no distinction between political 
violence: and the repressive violence 
exhibited by the American 
Government." 
• 
.... ,,., 
' I '••• .,o, 
They believe that the validity of 
pacifism as a political technique was 
exposed by his answer lo their question 
as to what would happen to the people 
of Vietnam if they didn't struggle 
against the U.S. aggression. "They'd be 
slaughtered," Gregory had admitted. 
"He's simply not performing a useful 
purpose for the people," Dennis added. 
The members of the P.A.F.R.L. 
believe a mistake of a similar nature 
occured surrounding the incident with 
the Army recruiter last semester. They 
feel it· was impo~tant to make people 
realize the harm of U.S. imperialism and 
also how the Army's recruitment 
policies reflect the class struggle, since 
students arc recruited to serve as 
officers while the workine class 
contributL'S the soldiers. 
Thal demonstration became 
misrepresented by the debate over the 
free speech issue, a secondary topic. 
"Free speech for whom?" one asked. 
"We've been told for years that free 
speech is in the interests of Democratic 
tradition~ but it's only a controlling 
device for the ruling class." 
. Unsure of ourselves at this point, we 
asked how they could rationalize their 
actions. After all, hadn't I free speech 
been extended to them although many 
were against their presence? 
"It's different. We 're not murdering 
anybody," they replied righteously as 
they sipped their Chinese tea. Anyway, 
they explained, free speech is not really 
an absolute right. Hadn't the campus 
decided not to extend it to such groups 
as the F.B.I.'! 
"We're not terrorists either," they 
went on. "There can be no terrorism if 
it is against the wishes of the ma'iSes of 
people. If they were into 
insurrection ... Well far out:· 
Smiles broke out all around. 
The Maoists are inflexible on their 
basic principles. They believe that ·the 
members of the working class should 
lead everything. They are flexible in 
terms of their tactics, however, as they 
don't want to do anything that goes 
against the wishes of the masses. 
Because of this ·they are constantly 
involved in a re-evaluation and 
re-creation of their political presence. 
"It's not only a question of who we 
don't support ·but also who we do. We 
support the struggle in Zimbabwe, 
ilJegally called Rhodesia." Some 
members laughed cliquishly in the 
background at the mention of the 
second name. "There, a minority of 
ruling class whites. who arc only the 
puppets of the U.S. and Britain. control 
the lives of millions of Blacks." 
Another quote by C'hairman Mao on 
a colorful poster depicting Blac)ss rising 
up with guns. fists. and torches again 
seemed relevant. 
"The evil system of Colonialism and 
Imperialism arose and throve with the 
enslavement of negroes and the trade in 
ncgroes and it will surely come to its 
end with the complete emancipation of 
the Black people." 
The P.A.F.R.L. claims to have arisen 
from the same background as many 
students and also supposes to share the 
same problems and identities. Why then 
had many of them recently cut their 
hair and thus further separated 
themselves from students by their 
appearance? 
Jon was quick to answer that it had 
simply been an end to "Hippy 
Chauvinism. Long hair is a badge. Now, 
my politics arc working class. Everyone 
is into the same sort of mystique;: a 
parasitic life style. If You're waitiJ1g for 
the stars, it's probably never going to 
happen." 
He continued as the strains of "The 
East ls Red" came from the Fisher 
amplifier set up on the plank and cinder 
block shelves. cont. on page 10 
'AVE IUARRY FOR 
VAlENTINE'$ IAY 
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Uniform POiice 
FOrce Proposed 
For County 
'A New Army' 
Reprcsentat ivcs of the city of 
Ithaca and Tompkin~ County met 
on Monday, January 3 I, at the 
home of 7th Ward Representative 
Arnold Tolles to talk about the 
possible consolidation of the six 
separate law enforcement agencies 
in Tompkins County. The group 
discussed a letter from Charles C. 
Mccloskey Jr .. Deputy Director 
of the Division for Local Police of 
the State Office for Local 
Government. Mr. McCloskcy 
offered the resources of his office 
to conduct a feasibility study of 
the manpower needs and 
capabilities of the area. 
Mr. Tolles "first hccame 
interested in the idea through a 
straight expense point of view." 
With the City of Ithaca Police, 
Tompkins County Shcrrif, Cayuga 
Heights Police, Town of Dryden 
Police, Cornell and Ithaca College 
Safety Divisions all operating 
independently within the county. 
there is a lot of unnecessary 
duplication of equipment and 
expense. Co-operation would 
res u It in a more efficient 
deployment of police units, better 
common training programs, and 
"more protection for the tax 
dollar," Mr. Tolles explained. 
Although the idea is an 
attractive one to many local 
lawmen, Second Ward Alderman 
Donald Slattery told the Ithacan 
that there is a good deal of 
"politics involved". When you 
consolidate the separate forces 
"how ~o you consolidate 
payment for them? How heavil/ 
do you patrol outlying towns in 
comparison to the city? Who will 
command the force and how will 
the chain of command operate?" 
As Slattery put it, "There arc a 
lot of things to iron out along the 
way" before we realize a uniform 
county-wide police force. But the 
members of the Joint Task Force 
of the city and county governing 
groups arc optimistic. The Cayuga 
Heigh ts and Cortland Police 
agencies arc already discussing a 
common radio wave length, arid 
the town of Trumansburg is 
already under the county police 
umbrella., "These things" Mr. 
Tolles pointed out "are good to 
do in themselves, and arc first 
steps towards consolidation." 
The idea of a county-wide 
police force is not new to Ithaca. 
Most counties in the state are 
moving in that.direction. Orrell A. 
York, Director of the State 
Division for Local Police, told the 
· Ithacan, "We make an objective 
appraisal of the situation and 
leave it up to them to determine 
the course of action." Such a 
survey was made in Yates County 
recently, and partial surveys have 
been conducted in many more. 
But the. situation in Tompkins 
County "is a classic example." 
To many. the consolidation of 
police units means economy and 
efficiency. However, as one 
student put it, "'It looks like 
they're starting a New Army." 
. . 
R~port Reflects Male /Female· 
• Faculty Salary ·mscrepenci~s 
Committee W of the American school or division. I~ reveals that · last few months by a group 
Association of University women are paid considerably less · concerned faculty working out 
Professors has published a report than men in almost every, Committee W. They obtainc 
which shows how Ithaca College instance. Statistics given in· this most of their informatio 
discriminates against women section indicate in which includingnamesandsalaries,fro 
faculty. Under the title of · departments women hold jobs. In the· Office of the Provo~, 
"Faculty Salary Characteristics every division there are more male Additional sources of data we 
1971-72", this document provides' faculty members than female. In the Office of 11\Stitution-
statistics and graphs that plainly Humanities and Sciences the Research, the Office of Publt 
demonstrate the discrepancies in figure is 80.6% male and only Affairs, and the President's Offic 
. wages between the female and the I 9 . 4 % f e m a I e , a n d Persons who have faculty stat 
male faculty employed here~ approximately the same number but with chiefly administratil 
The study, which deals with apply in the Music department. In duties were not considered in th 
full time faculty only, is divided some areas, such as Business and 
into two sections. The first 
contains an analysis of the salary 
aspects of the college as a whole. 
In the category of full professors, 
which comprises 13.3% of the 
total faculty (in which only four 
are women), the median salary for 
men is S 17,000 a year. while for 
women it is only $14,075. For 
associate professors, salaries for 
men range from SI 0.500 a year to 
S 18.480. In the same category the 
highest amount paid to a woman 
is S 14. 7 50, almost S4,000 less 
than a man in a comparable 
position. Assistant professors 
comprise the largest portion of 
the Ithaca College faculty, with 
52.S<;; .. Among them. women 
receive from $8,600 to. S 14,000, 
while male's salaries range abow 
that from $9,000 to SI 5,900 a 
year. Fur instructors the median 
salary paid men is SI 0,150, but 
for women this figure is reduced 
to $8,704. 
The average salary for the 
ove rail faculty is SI 2,380 per 
year. This is among a teaching 
staff, that at this time is unevenly 
composed of 78% men 
outn'um be ring 22% women. 
Section two of the report deals 
with the breakdown of salaries by 
the Communications Division, the 
deplorable fact is that, according 
to this report, the teaching staff is 
100% male. 
This study was made over the 
study, nor were those people " 
leave from the college. ('opic,, 
the report have been distribut, 
to administration and faculty, ar. 
arc on reserve in the library. 
SAB Sponsors Mini~Concert; 
Mason Proffit Featured 
In response to student desires 
for inc x pc nsive concerts with 
good music, the Student Activities 
Board will sponsor a nuinber of 
•'min i-c onccrts" hcginning 
Sunday. Fchruary 27. 
SAB plans to sponsor these 
been many requests for more ·11otcd that Elton John and D(l1 
concerts by name groups, but. Mc·Lean hoth started out .! 
because all concerts need to at unknowns on college campuses. 
least break even, they have hccn Th_c first concert on Febr~a1 
held only during ·special 27 wdl feature Mason Proffit, 
weekends, with an expensive price country-rock group from th 
tag attached. Miss Cohen stated mi d - w cs t . M is s C o h ,. 
Success of Mason Proffit show will determine future of IC mini-concerts. 
mini-concerts once every six or 
eight. weeks if the first is 
successful, and also hopes that 
o th ler groups will consider · 
·sponsoring similar productions. 
According to . IC Program 
Director Reva Cohen, there have 
that these inexpensive concerts 
would require an admission charge 
of between Sl.00 and SI.SO. She 
fee ls that there are a lot of 
relatively unknown groups that 
arc up and coming and could 
provide an enjoyable evening'.& 
entertainment. _ M~ Cohen also 
commented, "It's the student 
IC who will make this a succc 
and determine the feasibility 1 
future concerts." She loo 
forward to more goo 
entertainment on the IC camp 
including follc, jazz, rock an 
country-western music. ' 
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TIJi titiz.111 ./lolilitidn 
by Betsy McLane 
II Sonny Dae llt Leonardo's 
Sonny Dae describes himself as a .. ci-
tizen politician••. In a dialogue strung 
together by a series of political cliches, 
that from anyone else would sound 
insincere, he explains wily. Sonny has 
taken the democratic axioms that for 
many have become ·simply platitudes, 
and made them his own. Technically a 
"democratic liberal", lie ran in Ithaca's 
last mayoralty race as an itldependent. 
That election saw more people voting 
than is usually the case in local off-year 
elections, and Sonny feels that his 
candidacy was one of the main causes. 
He wants to get every citizen involved in 
his government. Using Leonardo's Hotel 
as his base in Ithaca he sets about 
, accomplishing that idea on a 
down-to-earth level. Sonny and his 
---outspoken manager, Alice Pinato, base 
their political activity on .. everyday" 
Ithaca people. To them, the state and 
federal governments are becoming too 
centralized. According to Sonny, "We're 
moving towards a socialist country. I 
would like to see this stopped nc,w." On 
a local level he tries to correct this. 
Talking with the people over a beer in 
Leonardo's, Sonny speaks about 
American democracy as if he can make 
it work. 
At the age of 42, Sonny Dae places 
full blame for the state of the nation on 
the' older generation, hunself included. 
Speaking about the older society he 
advises the young "to nail us to .the 
wall. The older generation arc the ones 
who arc responsible for the mess we're 
in." He has been a supporter of the 
18-year-old vote since 1966, and is now 
in favor of 2ollege students voting in the 
district in which they atlend.school. He 
also advocates that more money he 
spent for education on all levels. He 
feels that unless the government 
subsidizes colleges to a great extent, 
there will be very few persons who can 
afford higher education. Sonny is 
against the New York State property 
tax, though. He wants each school 
district to raise its own funds and not be 
dependent upon centralized agencies. 
According to Sonny, "The State of 
New York is now mismanaged, 
misappropriated, and overtaxed. 
Rockefeller has not done anything 
except get us more in debt." He would 
like .. to turn t~e rascals out" of the 
State Legislature, because "they're 
taxing us in to the poorhouse." He is 
ready to let the government know that 
"the- people feel they're being taken 
advantage of." To Sonny, there has to 
be a new legislature and the peopte·must 
get rid of Rockefeller if any progress is 
to be made. 
Sonny Dae is not a slick politician. 
He is a chef at a Cornell fraternity 
house. He tries to conduct his 
campaigns on a simple basis, as a citizen 
on the issues, not on personalities. In 
the race for mayor Sonny stayed in the 
contest until the night before the 
election when he threw his support to 
Ed Conley. He remained in the running 
because, "I couldn't let down the 
people that ·supported me. Forget the 
politics of it and put it to the people. In 
the future the people won't be so 
apathetic." 
At the· p_resent time Sonny is unsure 
of his political plans. He is witholding 
his decision to run for the Assembly 
until Constance CooR determines what 
office she will seek. If she runs for 
assemblywoman, then So!')ny Dae will 
oppose her on an independent ticket. 
He runs as an independent because he 
does not want to cause fighting within 
the Democratic party. That would 
almost certainly result if he opposed the 
Democratic candidate. If he docs not 
run for assemblyman, Sonny may 
consider a campaign for a seat on the 
Board of Education. In that case he 
maintains that he would not go through 
the traditional nominating committee, 
but would independently declare his 
candidacy. In his opinion, a nominating 
committee only hinders the democratic 
process. One factor affecting Sonny's 
-.decision is- cost. He estimates that it 
would· require between six and eight 
thousand dollars to campaign this year, 
a sum that presently he does not have. 
There are many issues in which 
Sonny J)ae has a decided opinion. He is 
~ propoJ!ent of legalized pmblina in all 
' - ~,:' 
-- ·r~~ .... ~.i·.;.'~,..j.;·_•~·-·: .. --: 
Sonny Dae 
that the radical student left was ·~ust a 
passing fad that has now ended." Sonny 
Dae advocates strict enforcement of the 
drug laws. He is against the legalization 
of marijuana because "such h;galization 
opens the door to the use of bad drugs . ., 
Sonny has a special interest in 
Ithaca's student population. He is 
concerned with what students are 
thinking and doing, and reports that 
several college persons worked for him 
in his last campaign. He claims to have 
'long when he lived in Ohio, although he 
1thinks a clean-cut look will soon be 
returning. He also states that he believes 
·that Ithaca should pay more attention 
:to its students, since they comprise its 
tconomic base. 
•_been one of the first to wear his hair 
, For all the people of Ithaca Sonny 
,Dae is showing that the individual can 
be a part of the government. He is 
demonstrating that the ideals of 
democracy can affect the ordinary 
person. In his case at least, they suggest 
a set of standards to live by. 
Concert Success Requires 
More Than High Hopes 
The success of the Quarry 
C'oni;ert on this upcoming_ 
Monday evening should he an 
c I e men t of ·concern for every 
member of the Ithaca College 
community. The concert is a 
"first" m that it has hecn the 
- conception and realization hy 
Qparry students to provide the 
necessary monies ($4.0001 to 
keep Quarry operating within the 
mode:.. of our :..0-1:alkd Youth 
Culture. 
Thc productmn of the concert, 
which includes ~kKcndrl'e Spr111g. 
C'ountr~ Cooking, and Klondike. 
entails ccrta111 risk:.. 1:onccrnmg the 
amount of monl"Y whid1 c;1n 
possibly be rai:..ed. 
evenings of music we've had on 
this campus. is collectively known 
as Shinola Productions. Shinola 
takes its name from Henry Miller's 
infamous remark: "You don't 
know Shit from Shinola"-the 
grounds on which the Quarry 
people refuted the 
admmistration':.. decision to shut 
do,,·n the dorm without 
consult111g the residents. ·-
While ~ome Shinola artisans 
designed and latd out the 
111:keh. others produced the 
\llkscreen for the poster and saw 
to 11:.. printing and distribution. 
Sh1nol;1 also handled the 
advcrti:,rng and other publicity for 
I he COnCl'rl. 
Photo by Barb Goldberg 
Generally, the more concert 
lld,.·h sold. the greater the 
profit~. hut 111 this c.,se the profits 
a Tl" Io he us.·d to otfset the 
additional expenditure ot keeping 
Quarry open. not to enrich the 
coffl>r:.. of gn:cdy promoters 
who:..e production:.. are often 
hardly worth the price of 
admission. BccaUSl' students arc 
mvolved in every aspect of the 
l'Onccrt. we arc much more 
certain that the groups playing 
reflect our musical interests. 
Till' administra1;on of Ithaca 
College 1:.. now under heavy fire 
for failing to communicate with 
:,t udcnt:... faculty and staff in 
important deci~1on:.. that effect 
not only the quality of education 
on this campus hut the quality of 
life as well. Both aspects must be 
_dealt with by all of us, not just 
the "chosen few". 
forms. He would also like to sec 
prostitution legalized on the basis that it 
would .cut down crime and venereal 
disease rates, and produce a sizable 
amount of money for the state. He 
favors demonstrations as a political tool 
as long as they arc non-violent, and feels 
The group of students planning 
and coordinatmg what should 
turn out to he one of the finest 
The quest for community 
.resultlll!! in the Quarry Concert is 
a prime example of effective 
student power: power that is used 
constructively to make Ithaca 
College a better place to be for all 
of us. It's going to he a concert 
that nohody would want to miss. 
J J 59 DRYDEN ROAD 
ONLY 3mi FROl\1 THE CORNELL CA.'l\1PUS 
SPIRITED 
POTABLES 
BLUE RIBBON 
SANDWICHES 
BEEF FON.DUE 
No. Resenatlons Needed 
the public I! alwoy1 welcome 
BLOODY 
A ·L W A Y- S 
M A R Y'S 
50cents 
SERVED WITH: crisp green salad 
hot lireads 
daily from 5 to 8 
Priced to Please at ONLY $2.85 
OPEN DAILY FROM 12 NOON 
CLOSED MONDAYS 
AN IN DESCRIBABLE 
EXPERIENCE IN RELAXATION ... 
JUST SIMPLY PLEASANT 
~l~Fe~J~.~9?2,.~4 
' . 
Editorials 
For The Benefit Of Quarry 
When you walk into Quarry, it is clearly visible 
that this dormitory is unlike the plasticized 
anonymity of the living centers on the Great 
South Hill. In much the same way, when you walk 
into the gym Monday night for the Quarry Benefit 
Concert, the feeling that the money you paid at 
the door is falling into the bottomless pockets of 
hip entrepreneurs and other cultural rip off artists, 
should not even enter your mind. No friends, 
Monday nights concert with McKendree Spring 
(and more) is not the usual situation. The cash 
raised from tickets to this concert will be spent for 
the future of good-time Iwing on IC. 
The Quarry people arc right now doing a living 
scene in a college dormitory that is in a real sense a 
collective unit. Unlike most situations on the 
cement and asphalt campus, the folks living 
downtown all know each other by first names, 
they get high together and yes some of them even 
-· ~-------... ---~-Thames 
Editor: 
1 would like to thank the two 
students who pushed the green 
Che\'Y last Fm.lay, Fchruary 4. 
about 5 ·00 p.111. My studded snow 
tires were spinning fruitlessly in 
the ice of the student parking lot 
across from Muller Fa1:ulty 
Building. I was deciding what to 
try next when suddenly two 
fellows appeared hehmd my car 
and motioned me ahead. When 
my car was moving under its own 
power I turned to say thanks but 
they were gone. 1 did notice two 
students sprinting toward a 
running car two rows down from 
where 1 was stuck. 
I don't know your names, 
boys. but whoever you arc you 
have my warmest THANKS! 
Editor: 
Donna Freedline. Secretary 
Muller Faculty Center 
War Games 
Will those individuals who so 
piously proclaim that the right of 
"freedom of speech" was violated 
by members of the People's 
An ti-Fascist Resistance League, 
when an Army recruiter came to 
this campus please answer this one 
question. Have the millions of 
Vietnamese people ever been 
given the option to decide 
whether or not they will be given 
the "freedom to live", without' 
fear of being mortared, bombed, 
or massacred by that same, oh so 
benevolent American Army who 
wished lo recruit on this campus? 
Editor: 
David Hillman 
Muerto• 
What happens to people when 
they move from high school to a 
college community? Is it all of a 
sudden better to be self-centered 
and ignorant of campus life'? Why 
do students lose their 
responsibility and enthusiasm 
towards the school? Or did you 
find that your high school was 
equally as apathetic as college?. 
Those of you who are energetic 
and divide your time between 
yourself and your community 
know what it 1s to belong to 
something. The majority finds it· 
easier to drop all social 
organizations and fun ct ion 
selfishly. They just don't have the 
time to I is ten to what other 
people have to say. The general 
attitude towards campus life 
appears to be one of personal 
satisfaction only. Take the 
organization of a new club, say 
Spanish Cluh. Three freshmen 
made up flyers for the first 
meeting. Great. ten people show 
up, it's a start. Well, around 
Christmas. the club is given a good 
sum of money from the college lo 
run a Fiesta. ( Remember the signs 
Atscif/Ficsta?) The major 
planning session is gifted with the 
presence of four people, so the 
event is cancelled. After vacation, 
the organizer attacks . the _..£1Ub 
again. People were informed of 
the possibility of a ··Puerto Rico 
Night" including a talented citizen 
from Puerto Rico. Somebody 
l"ubllstled WNkl)' durl1111 the IChOOI )'Nr, axcept tint WNk 
In March and third WNIC In October. 
S11co1,cfc:sa. postate, lttiaca. N.Y ..... 50· 
Postmater, .._ Nncl fonn U79 to ausi,- Manager 
TIie ltll-n, Wnt To-,, ltllaca Coll..., Ithaca, N.Y. 14110 
SUblcrlptlolt.cioat-,1.so-; .. 
EdltQJlal wlew1 nflect the opinion of the Kdltorlal 
Board. Th- wllws n,111,er ""'ct tltll offtolal position 
of ltlllc:a Col1191 nor n,oeuarll)' hldloata tlM oonwnsus 
of the atudent bOIIV. TIie ltlllloan ~.,,.. die rltllt to 
correct, edit, -or nfuH to 1>111111111 any 1Nt1rlal 
IUllll"'lttetl fO.t ~l,llaatlon. 
sleep together, they do. They're all friends. 
This is not a planned alternative living center, 
devised and intricately carried out by a battalion 
of social- scientists, psychologists and other 
Utopian Mind Manipualtors. It's just an 
experiment that happened to work. 
The problem is though that in order for Quarry 
to stay open, the residents of that old stone 
hospital of the past have to pay Ithaca College · 
$4,000 for the privelege of paying several hundred 
dollars for .the privelege of living there. In some 
ways it's a drag to have to pay in order to pay. But 
the overview of the whole situation is a vision of 
Ithaca College people getting it together to keep it 
· together. The only way Quarry will stay open is if 
the folks there can come across with the old green; 
the big lettuce. And all you people out there are 
the ones who can help-only you. 
Save QuarfY, do the ·concert. 
makes fifteen phone calls and 
spreads the word around. One 
person shows up! 
Enough grievance ... Spanish 
club has died. 
• Muerto ( Spanish )-dead, 
incapable of being stirred, 
unresponsive. 
The Order Of Things 
.., 
Editor: 
"It's ten o'clock!" Half of 
those at the special open meeting 
in TI 02 last Wednesday night 
turned around to see who had 
just yelled from the back of the 
room. An hour before. this same 
person. after being·recognized by 
the chair ( who could miss her, 
she'd been mumbling quite loudly 
off and on for nearly an hour) 
gave the impression that she was 
very upset that this meeting 
contained persons other than 
'faculty: i.e., students. She then 
announced that she was leaving, 
mumbled something about 
Qeorge C. Scott, and walked out. 
I was reminded last Wednesday" 
night of another special meeting 
that took place nearly two years 
ago. At that meeting, the faculty 
and administration met to decide 
the position of the college in 
re1ation to the upcoming anti-war 
Moratorium. At that meeting, 
tempers flared between anti-war, 
and anti anti-war factions. One 
could hear cries of ·~ Of 
me (something that was clear to 
several others already). the word 
"community" docs not fit Ithaca 
College very well: not when antic, 
of the kind described above an: 
carried on. 
Bruce Smith '7 3 
SAGA Strikes Again! 
Editor: 
What I am about to writ, 
about is fresh in my mind o: 
should 1 say mouth and it isn ·1 
very pleasant. SAGA struck again 
1 • m very. very tired of being 
subjected to what SAGA profcsse, 
to be food and 1 ·m certain man~ 
will agree with me. Rolls and 
bread do not have to be harder 
than hockc)I pucks. I'd rather not 
have to hold a match over a pat ol 
butter to get it to melt on 
vegetables that are supposed to ht· 
hot. It seems that most of th<' 
people on this campus who are on 
the SAGA meal plan are living on 
salads or cottage cheese. 
Having spent four years in th<' 
Army I thought I -could take thl' 
worst of any food service but 
SAGA has reached a level 01 
incompetence surpassing even tht· 
legendary Army cook. 1 pay. you 
pay and I think we have a right lo 
expect a bit more than this. 
Cliff Layman 
Order" mongled with cries of Remember Quarry 
"Bull shit" all evening long. The ,,. 
students attending that meeting Editor: 
did httle to help the decorum, as There is an opportunit} 
s pc a k e rs were constantly awaiting all of us at this college to 
interrupted by shouts of "Right join together in a worthwhik 
on!" and "Pig" plus the now endeavor. The students at Quarry 
almost passe "Boo!" At one dorm have agreed to raise $4,000 
point, several · students blocked to alleviate the cost of keeping 
the exits of the auditorium and Quarry open. In order to 
refused to let anyone leave. I accomplish this they have 
remember thinking that night arranged a concert. The date is set 
that l'd never sec a circus as bad for Monday, February l 4; tickets 
as that again. . are $3.00. The Physical Education 
I was wrong! For at last· department has taken the time 
Wednesday night things were and effort to reschedule all 
almost as bad as that meeting two intramurals for that evening in 
years ago. Accusations and order to provide the gy!O: 
counter accusations were the students in SAB, Student 
order of the evening. I was Government and Quarry have all 
encouraged by the fact, though, been working long hours to pull 
that hardly anyone, (including off this concert. It is now up to us 
students) interrupted someone to make is a success. 
who was speaking. Hardly The past few weeks have 
anyo·ne, that is, except our severely shaken our deepest sense 
heroine. It was a very irritating o f h u m a n fa i t h a n d 
surprise to hear that person cry understanding, and I believe .that 
out in the middle of discussion this concert and its ~rpose gives 
that it was ten o'clock. The same us all a chance to come together 
person that had been disturbing agajn. Faculty and administrators, 
the meeting earlier and who had brfug your wives and children; 
supposedly left the. meeting for students, take it upon yourselves 
good. to contribute in· a meaningful 
It is hard for me to believe way. The only real way this 
(although I'm afraid it is getting concert will be successful is if 
easier) that a faculty member, each member buys a ticket and 
and a full professor at that, could goes. Let's, all of us, go to laugh 
be so rude, so inconsiderate at a and sins and be part of something 
meeting dealing with so serious a that's real. Perhaps through a 
topic as was dealt with at last · communal effort such as this we 
weeks meeting. I hate to say this, can achieve some sense of 
but my respect for that perosn is common understanding o( one 
gone. another. 
That meeting sai(l one thing to Ralph A. Siciliano 
Notes From Mama 
by Jean (Stillitano) Shipos 
,-
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Sunday, 
Bloody Sun·day 
Working the news beat in Trenton, New Jersey, 
for a local radio station introduced me first hand 
10 the Big City Syndrome. I remember searching 
1 hrough the day's police reports and finding page 
.1fter page filled with the larcenies and assaults 
which have become -native to th!,! big city. Perhaps 
.1lll'r filling a summer with stories· on murders, 
hcatings and thefts, I was ready for Ithaca and the 
n:lief it offered. 
initiated by an argument, had numerous 
implications. I began to wonder then if Ithaca, 
with strong overtones of New York City, was to 
loose its. innocence because of growth. or because 
of a society with changing values. 
by Andy Sekel 
"Okay, I know you're not getting enough of 
me-hut you're getting all there is." "Maybe 
you 're spreading yourself a little thin_" 
lthac_!_ always seemed immune to the Big City 
Svndrome. Even with its local bar brawls and 
,~asoning of graft, Ithaca was still the· ideal town-
where anybody could walk the dimly-lit night 
,ireets without fear. Nobody I knew wac; afraid of 
,1tting in the State Street bus station waiting for 
thcir bus to come in, and all my friends without 
c·:irs hitched up the hill after shopping or dates 
hl·cause Ithaca remained the '"good town" 
,cparated from the crime of the city. 
Finally, just this week, two 18-year-old Ithaca 
youths were charged with second degree rape and 
first degree kidnapping. An Elmira College ·co1!d 
was hitching up the hill to see her IC' boyfriend 
and was "taken for a ride" to Danby instead. 
Sunday, Bloody Sunday is a very lonely film. It 
zeroes in on the pain that attachment breeds-the 
pain of not being able to fully possess the person 
you love. 
Now Ithaca news is beginning to remind me of 
home where mamas warn their children not to 
.1c..:ept candy from strangers and where nobody 
dares to walk alone on the streets at night. 
Rl'cently headlines have noted a first bank robbery 
111 the west end extension of the Tompkins County 
Trust Company. Pictures of masked marauders 
1 oa ming through Trenton and "making hits" 
\\c·ekly began to filter through my mind. 
If any eyent can shock a person it is that which 
occurs closest to home. When a student can no 
longer hitch up Aurora Street to IC' without fear 
of intimidation then something foreign has 
invaded this city. Perhaps hitch-hiking is against 
New York State law. I have even heard town 
residents commenting that anybody who hitches 
alone deserves what he gets. But tlw, is Ithaca. 
where hitch-hiking to campus has become a 
tradition ( often a necessity). and where I was 
advised hy upperclassmen in '67 that ··everybody 
hitch-hikes; nobody worries bccausl' this town is 
different." 
The only question I ask 1s how rnri a 
middle-aged doctor and an approaching middle-age 
divorcee love such a shallow character as the one 
portrayed by Murrny Head? Bob ( the young man) 
is supposed to he childlike. He ts elcctromcallv 
inclined but neates thmgs hke light organs and 
drawing machines--thmgs nt no practical U!>e. lie is 
impulsive even states. "Wl· 're free to do what we 
want." lie can't make up hi!> mmd and look!> to hb 
ciders for support. Yet. whelher it was Penelope 
Cilliatt's screen play or Murray Hcad'~ al·tmg Bob 
did not comc out a!> anythmg but a pretty-hoy 
hanger on. And 1f I'm mistaken and this as what he 
wa~ supposed to In· he wa~n·t l'Vcn that. 
Then there was the Cornell News picture of a 
111:111 laying bloody in the street with the story of 
1 hc Collcgetown murder. The slaying, apparently 
What makes a relativdy calm college dty 
suddmly shift to the Big City Syndrome'! Or is 
this the age of crime when: people should expect 
growth to automatically incur robbery. murders, 
and rape without implications'! I want to sec the 
Ithaca I came to remain the unique city I lauded 
for crimelcssnes.~. I really didn't enjoy the city 
hcat. 
If wc takl' for gr.mtcd that he 111 som.: rhymc or 
reason fur hb attractwn. thcn the rest of the film 
is pl•rfcl't. Glenda Jai.:bon ,1!> Akx the divon·ee 
and Peter Find1 a!> the homo!>exual frw1sh doi.:tor 
subtly convey their inner !>Uffering over this young 
man. Jackson. fmally. out of IH·r madwoman rok 
!>Ucccssfully captures the• Vl!>age of a woman who,l' 
life b rull•d by a younger man. She I!> hard enough 
to triumph by breaking the relation!>hap and taking 
a middll•-agcd lovl'r. 
Comment 
Find1 lends both crcdibilitv and wmoathv to 
his part without being overtly sympathetk. Aft.:r 
the first full on the mouth male to male kiss, the 
ensuing sex play is not the least hit repulsive. 
Fam:h 1s not at all stereotyped. He i!> a man who 
tuncttons as such -and simply shJres hi!> hcd with 
men instead of women. The relationship between 
Bob and David i!> one between two 
humans- mental and physil'al. Finch's understated 
acting is perfect and may earn a sl.:w of award!>. 
John Schlcsmger has directed the film with a 
!>low delihcratt• pace. His locations arc perfcct---and 
his characters fir right into them_ Schlesmger. in 
complL·tc control, has taken scenes such as the Bar 
Mit7vah of Daniel's nephew and successfully 
subJugated a lavish production to get to the point 
of the !>l'ene Daniel's tics with ht!> famtlv_ 
Maybe Daniel's Aunt Esther sums up the whole 
film when she reprimand, Dan!cl for having not 
yet married "Very selfish ol you - you arc going 
to he vc ry lonely.'' Indeed Sunday. Bloody 
Sunday i!> a fasrn1at111gly lonely film 
A, B, C, D, &E 
Remember those great Vitamin ads that used to be on TV when 
you were a kid'! Long slender bottles packed with life-saving energy. 
Well. we're here ~o tell you that if you were placing your faith in 
them and them in your stomach, you were probably getting ripped 
off -both economically and nutritionally. Its not that vitamins aren't 
g~od for you -they arc; It\ just that the amount t hl'Y provide is way 
short of what you need. 
By Russell 
Vilamin A: Now this is the stuff that will keep your eyes working 
right at night. There are lots of good natural sources for this, like 
carrots, but since you really can't trust polyethalene packaged 
vegetables, you might want to get it on with a little Cod Liver Oil. 
Yes friends, just two tablespoons of this each day will give you more 
than enough "A" and, as a special added attraction ... 
Vitamin D too. (Thought we'd go in alphabetical order, didn't 
you). You should be able to get enough of this stuff just hangin' out 
in the sunshine for a few hours. If, ho.wever, you 're on one of these 
all-night trips and never see the light of day, then that ol' Cod Liver 
Oil will do you right up. · 
Working our way through the alphabet, we come now to Vitamin 
C. Yes, the minimum daily requirement for this as determined by 
the folks safeguarding your health and mine in the government, the 
FDA, is under 30 mg. This is about as much as you need to keep 
from getting,scurvey if you live in the middle of an orange grove and 
are under three feet tall. Actually, you should take about 500 rug's 11 
day. If you smoke cigarettes, you can add another 500 mg's for 
every pack you smoke. Another thing about "C" is that if you got a 
cold or ·the flu or something, you might want to take as much as 
2000 rug's an hour until it goes away. This theory is currently being 
_ -hotly debated by concerned scientists and greedy vitamin makers all 
over the country but it seems to work for us. 
Vitamin E: There's all kinds of rumors floating around about the 
relationship of this vitamin to sexuality, and while we don't know if 
they're true or not, we've been competent ever since we 
started taking it. Vuamm E should he readily availablc m 
breadstuffs. hut ever since they started mixing plastic m wllh 
degencrnted flour, it just ain't so_ The best source Wl' know of i!> 
wheat germ oil. 
_ Vit_amin 8: Oh hoy. this is the killer. The best way to get this 
c1rn1latmg around the old corpus is by ingestmg large quantities of 
Brewers Yeast. Now when you go to the store. they'll try to sell you 
Brewers Yeast tablets_ Don't buy them. Only the powdered variety 
will really do it. The best kind is Schiff's, and it's available at 
Ithaca's own Natural Food Store. 
I-lave you ever been just too stoned out? Ever woken up in the 
morning with a hangover that wouldn't stop'! Ever gone days on end 
thinking you might have anemia and wondering where all the 
energy's gone'! Well this can change all that. As a matter of fact, it's 
so good that if you ever come across somebody that's done just a 
lit tic too much LSD, and has got those screaming paranoid 
electro-charged cross-wired eyes, give him Brewers Yeast and not 
Thorazine or some other downer drug. He won't come down all the 
way. but he'll he smoothed out within 45 minutes. Did you ever 
wish that they'd invent something that would get you straight when 
you were just too far away? This is it. 
The amount you'll need is about three to four tablespoons a day 
mixed well in orange juice or something similar. You'll hate the taste 
for about the first week, but after that, it's the freshest tasting stuff 
imaginable. 
To make sure that you don't get ripped off when you go out to 
buy all this, rt"member that _!!xcept for the yeast, ifs not necessary to 
pay the heightened prices of your slick organic food emporium. A 
cut-rate dnig store will do just as well. 
So remember kids, anytime you got a problem-look up there on 
the shelf to your friendly collection of vitamin bottles and just 
gobble 'em down. They're good for you; and they're organic. 
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A Hard Reign: Resisting The Inquisition 
by Zukor 
Atte~ding jury selection this past week was a 
double premier of events. Along with the original 
intent of going to observe the defendants and their 
panel of lawyers, I was at the same time able to· 
participate in the Harrisburg Federal Building's· 
newly installed security procedure. 
The Pause of Mr. Claus 
A side street entrance as well as two of the 
building's four elevators have been set aside 
exclusively for those entering "the trial". Having 
been forewarned that security measures were 
extra-special I a,;sumed that the attitude directed 
toward the trial spectators would be one of passive 
toleration to our presence. A faulty assumption on 
my part. for near paranoid conditions are planned 
as the rule rather than the exception. as several 
Federal Agencic~ arc afraid of m!iking the 6:00 
news anr more often than necessary. 
As the pres~. lawyers and others who have won 
regular passes hrt•czc in and out a door reserved for 
them. spectators wait in lmc outside a second 
door. Admittance to the building 1~ initially 
limited to group, of five that quu.:kly mov.: into 
th.: metal fover to avrnd w111tcr-t1mc trecz.1hg 
w111d~. A, Ol
0
1r group ot five approad1l'd tht• 
countl'r one: bv onc. I wa~ l,!rc.:ted with the words. 
"Sign ... You· have Jnythllll,! to ch.:ck'?" The~e 
words came from the f1r~t of many uniformed 
guards. whos.: apparent authority can rest upon 
little more than bureaucratic appointment from a 
l.,11.Hhcr 111-law w1th111 the gove1nment hierarchy. 
Newspapers. hook, of vanou~ t1tk~. t I Ching. The 
Cantonsville 91 and Jn umbrella. had all been left: 
no ticking shoc-hoxe~ were held for safe-keeping, 
however. After a ha~ty signature there came a walk 
through metal detector No. I and the second foyer 
guard. Upon crossmg the doorway into the large 
Federal Buildmg Lobby I wa~ met with a ~nap of 
fmgers and the wave of a hand which directed me 
to an open office door. In an official register. 
spcctato~ sign agam. yet th1, time arc rewarded 
for their efforts. rcccivmg a plastic Spec ta tor Pass. 
3/S's of a Mile in Ten Minutes 
I he courtroom 1bl'lf 1s on the ninth floor and 
while waitmg in a ,econd line to show our pasSC!,, 
the atmospht:re changed trom paranoid for I have 
nothing to hide to anxiou~ anticipation for the 
unknown. Final passing through thc met.ti 
detector wa~ delayed long enough tor me to rt:ad: 
thl' Declaration of I ndependance. the Preamble to 
the Const1tut10n plu~ ~cvcral lme~ trom thc Bill of 
Rights. All ..:op1e, wen• authent1<"ally yellt)\~t'd and 
set under ht:avy light~ bchmd thick pl,1tl' gl,1!>,. 
After a ..:rackk ol ~tat1c· from a two-way radio. 
wave came from a Federal l\l:.:rshall to mon· 
one-at-at-timt: through mt:tal detector No. 2. tht:n 
it's down the hall to the nght. tu the elevator. OK, 
I assure my.,elf. ok ... my turn. walk 
through ... cool ... a marshal! rcJchcs over to 
feel my pocket ... cool. man it's ok ... take the 
shit ou·t -_ the lump was only my glove. 
Chunga's Revenge 
The tight security system seems all rather 
spiteful; a possible over-reaction to last Spring's as 
--
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such an exten~ive display of force the rest of the 
trip. from elevator to court, w,L'i no less 
intimidatmg. 
Riding up the normally automatil: clt.'vatur are 
two more uniformed ~t:curity men. As unl' pressed 
"'clos.:-duor". tht•n ··•1" and fmally "open-door", 
hb cohort 1~ !>tandmg m thl' rear ..:orncr--watcl1ing. 
,\ !>huffll' out of thl' elevator. around a 
newly-erected glass partition. and you arc waiting 
111 line for your fmal metal dctel·tor. 1 wo men in 
Robnl Hall ~u1t, get the word over 'their 
walky-talky uk through detector No. J, which is 
nothmg more than two dark poles set four feet 
apart. Thc two pule~ Jrc· 111 turn connected hy 
wire, to a sini~ter luukm!! ,uitcasc with knobs and 
diab .ind ot cour!>e a flashmg red light. The 
gentleman aht:ad of me. a psyd1ology professor at 
nearby Capitol Campus, was forced to remove his 
belt to sat1sty the blipping red light. After I passed 
through. I realized rhc detector had failed to show 
evidence of my belt. watch. ring, or the 83 cents in 
change I earned. Strange machine. 
I 
I 
Within You-Without You· 
It was a walk down thl' hall, to the right and 
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that was it. However, that wasn't it IT, and never 
will be. Upon entering the courtroom you 
surrender your pass, and consequently come under 
'the scrutiny of six obviously gun-toting lawmen 
and . x-n umber of plainclothesmen. The 
Government now intends to play the upper 
hand-no doubt about it. They have made their 
message "crystal clear" that there will be no 
infringements upon the rights of the 1:farrisburg ~ 
to have a "free and open trial before a Jury of their 
peers."('!) 
Glick Req·uests 
Separate Trial 
(C'PS)--The Harrisburg Eight hccamt• the 
Harrisburg Seven-in a way-last wl'ek as John 
Theodore (Tedi Glick was "'severed" from the 
impending by Judge R. Dixon llerman. 
The trial of the rcmaininl,! seven defendants 
began with Jury selection last Monda~. They arc 
charged with con..:octing an antmar plot to ~idnap 
presidential advisor Henry Kissinger, bomb 
government heating tunnels in Washington and 
raid draft hoards and other federal office!>. 
Glick remains under mdictment m thc ..:asc. hut 
he will he tried separately "'at a later datc," Judge 
Herman ~aid. 
Glick attributed the move lo his previously 
announced mtcntion to a..:t a~ his own attorney. 
''He ( Herman I is scared of it ( self-dcfcnse_l," Glick 
charged after Herman's announ..:cment of the 
severance at a pre-trial hearing. 
Earlier. Glick approached the bench and asked 
Herman to explain hb action. "I don't think I 
need to give any reasons," Herma_n said. "You'll 
probably know in due time ... I"ve severed you. 
You're severed." 
He added. though. that he would ~ct out lu~ 
reasons in a written order soon. 
Glick. a 22-year-old former Eaglc Sc:out who 
was freed on appeal last O..:toher after serving I 0 
months of an 18-month prison sentence for raiding 
federal offi..:e~ in Rochester. :,..;_ Y .. told reporters 
he had "mixcd feelings" about the sevcran..:e 
movc. 
··11 frees mt: to do a lot more thing!>." he said. 
adding that he would like to "travel and organize." 
Gli..:k will. however. ~0011 fa..:.: a hearing on his 
appeal in the Rochester casc. If it fails. he would 
be returned to prison to scrvl' the re~t of his 
sentence. 
Meanwhile. some observers noted that if the 
government docs badly in its c:asc aga111st the 
remaining Harrisburg defendants. Glick may never 
..:ome to trial in that case. 
At'il'p;;;ss conference after Glick\ severanc:e, all 
of the Harrisburg defendants said 111 a statcment 
that neither "8" nor "7" was the correct number 
to apply to the case. 
Instead. noting that several defendants and 
co-conspirators had been added and dropped since 
the first Harrisburg indict mcnt was issued over a 
year ago, they suggested the group he called the 
Harrisburg" 13-J+ 2+ I+ 1-1." 
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DOWNTOWN ON STATE ST. 
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS 
Zimbabwe Struggles 
For liberation 
This is an interview concerning 
the present situation in Rhodesia 
and the events leading up to it. 
Mr. Mura pa is a native of 
Rhodesia and is presently a· 
professor at the Africana Studies 
Center at Cornell University. 
Although· not there in body Mr. 
Murapa is in Rhodesia in spirit 
and here in the United States he is 
trying to collect moral and 
financial support for the 
liberation struggle in Rhodesia. 
Question: Mr. Murapa, what is 
vour connection with the struggle 
;n Rhodesia (Zimbabwe)? 
Answer: My connection with 
Rhodesia is very obvious. I was 
born there, I grew up there and 
went to school there. Rhodesia is 
my· country and we arc trying to 
obtain our independence. 
Independence that is based on 
majority rule. There are over six · 
million Africans arld only about 
225.000 whites in Rhodesia. We 
arc fighting against the continued 
political domination of Rhodesia 
by the _minority white regime 
headed by Ian Smith. We want 
this minority regime to be 
replaced by a majority 
government. 
Question: What arc the basic 
causes of the struggle in 
Rhodesia"! 
Answer: The major and most 
c·vident cause of the struggle in 
Rhodesia is the minority regime 
of Ian Smith. The struggle for 
Liberation in Rhodesia extends 
way back to period of classical 
colonization of Africa by Britain. 
During this period. Rhodesia was 
governed by imperialist forces 
which so4ght to exploit the 
human and! natural resources of 
the colonized Rhodesians. 
Most African nations arc now 
mdcpendl!nt with the exception 
u f a fc w. T hcse few include 
Mozambique. South Africa, 
:\ngola, and Zimbabwe 
I I{ hod es i a ) . In a 11 of t h ese 
countries it has been made 
perfectly dear to the Africans, by 
the white regimes, that they ( the 
white regimes) will not give up 
power voluntarily. they will no·t 
111.:gotiate for power transfer nor 
\\ i 11 they even consider power 
,haring. The system of the type 
described above in relation to 
nower is the type of srstcm tha!)s 
... 
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by Marjorie Libtttd 
t>eing fought against in Rhodesia. arrangement must be worked out 
In 1963 the Federation of whereby Africans will be 
Rhodesia was dissolved due to well-represented by their leaders 
constant and vehement agitation and their leaders will be in a . 
by the Africans. Northern , position where they can negotiate 
~hodesia and the present Mulawi terms for a new constitution 
declared their independence. At which will lead to in<h!pendence. 
this time the Africans of Southern At this time Ian Smith is against 
Rhodesia also demanded their any such arrangement. The 
independence, the whites in Africans are determined to regain 
Rhodesia were also demanding their countries and u·nless 
independence but based on something drastic happeris in 
minority rule. On November 11, terms of negotiations, Rhodesia 
1965, Ian Smith, -the Prime (and other _African nations) is to 
I Minister of Rhodesia, declared see a long future characterized by 
Rhodesia independent of Britain. bloodshed. 
This independence based on Question: What is the 
minority rule was denounced by relationship of the people in 
the Africans and by Britain. This Rhodesia and the situation in 
bold declaration of independence Rhodesia to the rest of South 
by a minority white leader in a Africa? 
majority Black population Answer: The situation in 
signaled to the Africans that the Rhodesia is not an isolated one, it 
time for negotiation had come to is part of the larger dilemma of 
an end; it was now time for an the non-independent· countries of 
armed struggle. Southern Africa. There is a 
No African nation nor any general coordination of 
country in the world recognized understandings and strategics of 
Rhodesia as a nation. Economic how we can overturn the whole 
sanctions were imposed on fascist system of Southern Africa. 
Rhodesia by the United Nations The situation in Rhodesia cannot 
anq Rhodesia was isolated from he solved without solving the 
the world. Negotiations between problems of the rest of Southern 
Ian Smith and Britain continued. Africa. For indeed as Nkrumah 
The newest settlement proposal is has said in the past, "No part of 
just one in a series of negotiations. Africa is really independent unless 
Africans arc opposed to the all of Africa is independent." 
announced settlement proposals Question: What kind of 
because the proposals say that support is needed hv Rhodesia 
there will he parity in Rhodesia from people inside and outside ·of 
but it doesn't specify a time by Africa'! 
which parity will occur. But any Answer: The independent 
calculations suggest that it will nations of Africa have formed the 
not he any earlier than 65 years Organization of Afri~·an Unitv 
hence. The proposals say nothing (OAU). Within the OAU there is 
ahout majority rule, they do not the OAU Liberation Committee. 
promise maJority rule. they This committee coordinates and 
merely speculate on the distributes all the material 
possibility of it occuring. support that goes to the guerilla 
Question: from the results and movements in Africa. 
impending results of the struggle Support of the struggle for the 
for liberation in Rhodesia. what liberation of all African counlrit!s 
outcome do the people of can he aided by the raising of 
Rhodesia want and what sort of funds, which will then be sent to 
outcome will the~ consider the OAU Liberation Committee. 
successful'! "fund-raising can he accomplished 
Answer: The desired outcome through dances, film series, 
is majority rule based on universal dinners and the like. 
sufferage and one man- one vote. I n terms of Rhodesia 
The important question now is specifically the Committee· for the 
how will this im:ome be achieved. Af1ican National Counsel Fund, 
Africans inside and outside of which was organized in Ithaca. is 
Rhodesia are fighting against the raising ·money and sending it to 
proposals of Ian Smith and Sir the African National Counsel. 
Douglass Home. The proposals arc which is the maJor organizing 
talking about parity--equal I force in Rhodesia. A general 
representa~ion ?f. :!:!5.o_o_o whites I appeal is being sent o.ut for funds. 
to over six million Atncans, an ( hecks should he made payable to 
idea which is very far from the the ANC Fund. c/o Mr. Murapa, 
Democratic principle. 3 06 Salem Drive. Ithaca. New 
A new constitutionatjYorkl4850. 
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The Spirit 
Of Zim.·babwe 
By Betsy Mclane 
Zimbabwe. once known as 
Rhodesia, is an African nation 
that is struggling to obtain a 
government of the people. Under 
the present form of government. 
::!50,000 white colonialists made 
an agreement with the British 
government last November that 
supposedly would lead to eventual 
black rule. The plan was to have 
been based on bi-racial approval. 
but the blacks of Zimbabwe 
refuse to support it. The proposal 
is an intricate one. which sets a 
date of 30 to bO years for black 
rule to begin. According to the 
plan ... education" is supposed to 
I bring the indigenous population to a level where they can be 
self-governing, hut the complex 
clause~ ot the settlement actually 
offer only an indefinite future for 
people who want self-government 
now. 
In Zimbabwe there has been 
rioting by the discontented 
majority, 111 prote~t of the 
agreement. Lord Pearce. 
investigating the situation for the 
British government. found that 
300 per~ons had been held by the 
while government for no stated 
reason. There have been at least 
14 deaths according to the New 
York Times. :md other sources 
who have heen in Zimbahwe 
report that the figure 1s closer to 
5 0 blacks killed hy the white 
agreement, or to continue running 
the country alone. Many nations 
have condemned the actions of 
the white minority, but few will 
actively support the African 
guerrillas. 'fhc United States has 
continued to support the minority 
rule by importing large quantities 
of chrome from the country. 
On January 26, groups 
supporting Zimbabwe protested 
against the situation there for 
several hours at mid-Manhattan 
locations. Earlier. the Congress of 
.African People picketed the 
United Nations to display their 
~ u pport for the Africans. Last 
week. the African Students 
Association sponsored a rally in 
Willard Straight at Cornell. Several 
people spoke tor support of 
Zimbabwe by the people of the 
world. The revolutionary 
atmosphere of South Africa is 
well recognized today; the rally 
here was a demonstration of the 
solidarity that blacks and other 
oppressed peoples have with the 
African liberation movement. 
The rally was also an attempt 
· to raise funds for the support of 
the South African struggle. 
Professor Murapa of Cornell is a 
native of Zimbabwe. and is part of 
a coordmallon movement for the 
African National Council. The 
AFC sponsors the African 
National Council Fund which will 
~uprem1st government. 
The British government is m a go to support the blacks in Africa. 
difficult bind. If their plan is not Contributions can be made to this 
accepted by Zimbabwe. Britain is fund through Mr. Murapa by 
still responsible for the countrv. writing. ANC Fund c/o Mr. 
The ruling class has made it cle;r Murapa, 306 Salem Dr.. Ithaca, 
that they arc content ro keep the-< N.Y. 14 850. 
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An Afternoon With. The ·President 
- by McLane, Kavee and Halley 
Ellis L. Phillips Jr. was born in 1921 in New York City to par~nts 
already established in prestigious career.;. He attended Deerf1~ld 
Academy and Princeton University, graduati_ng from. both _w_1t1J 
honors. Phillips became involved in academic executive trammg 
during the time he was employed at Columbia as a Professor ?f. Law 
and an Assistant Dean on the Faculty of Law, after obtammg a 
Bachelor and Docturate of Law degrees from Columbia, University 
and Keuka College, respectively. From there he developed the 
Academic Internship Project of the Ellis L. Phillips Foundatio~. 
Based on his experience with that project he published a book, A 
New Approach to Academic Administration. and ~~s co-director_ of 
the Academic Administration Project of the Phdhps Foundat10n 
when he became president of Ithaca College. 
Phillips was for a time on the Board of Trustees at Ohio Wesleyan 
University, and Union Theological Seminary, and has recently 
become a member of the Drew University Board of Trustees. At one 
time he was a member of the Berard of Trustees of the Gru~man 
Aircraft Corporation. and he was also president of the Elhs L. 
Phillips Foundation, although he has since retired fro~ both_ these 
positions. He is married to Mari_on Grumman. and has five chlldren. 
As President of Ithaca College. Ellis Phillips has the power to 
make decisions affecting many people. The Ithacan interviewed 
President Phillips with thl' intention of bringing to light the ideas 
and v1ewpoin I!, of I has man who influences our lives. 
Ithacan: In your book you 
wrote there is a ~tatement of a 
proposal to clarify and strengthen 
the academic ;,dministration. You 
say that the president and his 
administrative colleagues must 
initiate the proce~-. of clarifying 
student. faculty. and 
admini,;trative roles. to do thi-. he 
must inform. trust, and make full 
U!.e of his colleague!. and 
administration. Do you think you 
could talk to us about the 
situation· with the Provost. relative 
lo that statement? 
a t l11ng like that. the whole 
suhjcct has lo be announced. I 
thought that the matter could be 
held on that kmd of confidential 
ha~I!,, hut oncl' thl' information 
did gl'I out. 11 had to he 
confirmed. When ii 1s confirmt.:d 
under thme c1rcumstanct.:s it tend, 
to look hkc .1 rather arhilrary 
und1scus.,ed decision. 
Ithacan: In relation lo that, the 
decision making process seemed 
to be at i,;,;ue al the faculty 
meeting last Wednesday. You 
were talking abou I how you don't 
necessarily always want to make a 
decision. but people are actually 
passive. and sometimes students 
and faculty want you to decide. 
argued about, I think the ~est 
perspective is probably mine, 
because I am closest to it. On the 
other hand, the selection of 
someone for that office in the 
future and the job description etc. 
will be something I will want to 
discuss and get a number of ideas 
from the people affected. So that 
will be more of a collective 
decision. The other thing is that 
people sometimes like .to use the 
presidency as though it were an 
all-powerful office to get th_eir 
particular thing done. I have tned 
to resist that. I've tried to keep 
things in their normal. cha~ne~s 
because 1 don't thmk 1t 1s 
productive for me to d~cide on 
something just to satisfy one 
particular group. 
Ithacan: What do you see lo be 
your role as president? 
Phillips: Well, generally, if it:s 
successful, I try to get things 
working internally and gain· more 
recognition for the college 
externally. And on the internal 
side, sec if we can't get our 
structure better understood and 
everybody functioning in a 
c.ooperative and productive way. 
That's a big undertaking. · 
Ithacan: Do you feel that you 
have been fairly successful in the 
past year? _ 
Phillips: No. 1 1l11nk I am JUSI 
beginnmg. I have no idea at this 
pomt how successful I will be. 1 've 
worked hard, and I've seen some 
progress in some parts of the 
total. I've seen somt: setbacks, and 
I think the l'vcnts of the last week 
or so were to some extent a 
,ct hack. bu! progress is never 
steady. 
some valid points about that. No, 
it is not a hobby. If I -were 
. involved in this for light reasons I 
would never get involved, because 
it is a very demanding kind of 
thing. I do enjoy it, probably 
more at some times than at other 
times. But I do enjoy the 
challenge and I like Ithaca because 
I think it is a place J can have a 
positive relationship to. One of 
the things I have to do is get to 
know the students better. I think 
when I came in here I came in 
with people having all kinds of 
ideas of why I was here and what 
kind of person J was. It takes a 
while to get to really know. trust, 
or even like, one another. 
Ithacan: Do you consider 
Ithaca your home now? 
PhilJips: We do. We have no 
other home. It does take a while 
to make an adjustment, but I 
think we have. 
Ithacan: There is a great deal 
of concern among faculty in the 
School of Humanities and Sciences 
about their future at Ithaca 
College and what role ii is going 
lo play. It seems that along the 
lines of academic reorganization, 
the School of Humanities and 
Sciences might not be played up 
as much as the professional 
schools. 
Phillipi.: Humanities and 
Sciences has grown much faster 
than the· other schoob. It is the 
things. When you put them all 
together what makes the right, 
attra~tive. productive 
combination'! 1 think we're pretty 
close to that. and the problem is 
now to huild on that foundation. 
Phillips: The situation with thl' 
Provn,t aro~c out ol a 
nnsunder!,tandin!! 1 thmk. I spoke 
lo 111111 and we were trymg to 
work out a program under which 
he would leave !Im part11.:ular 
pos1t1on. :ind go inlo somethmg 
ehl' conct.:rn111g t hl' l'ollegc. Until 
1hc Provo~t and I agret.:d on what 
that ,tcp !,hould hl·. I didn't want 
lo t.:ngagl' in any open d1scus.,ion .. 
because as soon as you talk about 
Phillips: I want very much to 
put the proCC!,S down as dose to 
whcrl' the best 111fo~mat1on lies. 
Soml' dl'c1s1on!, arc easy to push in 
that direction and others tend to 
hounct.: hack. In a decision on the 
terminaiwn ol a per,011. such :ha 
provo,t. although this n11ght he 
Ithacan: Some people have-
expressed the opinion that the 
presidency is like a hobby to you. 
Will you respond 10 that? 
rather than change that mix. At 
least I don't sec any particular 
change in the next frw years. The 
problem I!> to better support what 
we have. That dol.'Sn 't mean that 
we won't make some l'Urricular 
innovations. that we can't develop 
new methods of instruct10n that 
will free rcsoun.:cs. The allocation 
of them beyond the present pomt 
('-'' 
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is of course an important 
question. . 
largest part of the college and. it 
seems to me it becomes crucwl 
then to increase its effectivcncs~,;. 
It is the center in that ils couT!.es 
will be participated in by all the 
slusen ts under any concievablc 
curriculum. l think ii should 
regard it!,elf a~ the core of the 
opcrauon. 
Ithacan: The AAUP 
Committee W report on faculty 
wages points out salar.y 
discrepancies bet ween the men's 
and the women's salaries. Also it 
bring.,; out the fact that there are 
so few women employed at Ithaca 
College. Do you see that 
changing? , 
Phi)lips: I hope so. We"ve got 
more women sludcnts than men 
and I think we should have more 
women working at the college. I 
-.... , 
,1.· 1,'. 
enjoy working with women and I · · 
think they're very good. Salary 
discrepancies do exist and I think 
we've got to chip away at that. If 
you talk about just the 
academic side I think you can say 
that now that we're more aware 
of it as an institution we can-do 
something about it. I have no 
instant solution to the problem. 
Ithacan: What do you think of 
the Physical Education 
Depart men t 's unwillingness to 
cooperate with the rest of the 
school on such things as use of the 
gym for concerts? 
Phillips:· It has cooperated. 
although perhaps not so 
aggressively. Of course, there ha~ 
been some opening up of that. 1 
personally think it's the interest 
of the group that's responsible for 
the event. and if the ground rule~ 
are understood and can - be 
reasonably enforced, phys-cd will 
have to yield the premises from 
lime to time, which 1 think the) 
have. 
Ithacan: I understand that the 
largest single item of expenditure 
in the budget is for the 
continuation of intramural 
extramural sports. 
Phillips: I think that you 
would find good .reasqns for th,· 
expenses. The music school cost, 
more per student, but ii 
contribute!, to the total colhigc in 
many ways. The athletic program, 
contribute presumably to th,· 
total operation. The question 01 
judgment comes in when you a!>h 
if we really have a mix of the!,,· 
Ithacan: Leaving the college 
and talking about yourself now. 
there i,; a quote by F. Scolt 
Fitzgerald where he talks abou1 
the rich as being very differen 1 
from ·•you or I". What commen1 
do you have on that? 
Phillips: You're thinking of 111, 
as rkh. I have more money than .1 
lot of-people. there· arc certain!~ 
others who have a good deal ol 
extra capital. I'm l·erlainly 1101 
rich in the real American sense. I 
think that having extra capital 1-
h o th an advantage and .. 
disadvantage, hul I don"t think 11 
has lo really affect you as ., 
person. 
Ithacan: In a wider perspective 
could you give us your.view of th,· 
country's elite power structun 
and what place, if any. you migh1 
have in it? 
Phillips: lnM)lar as ther,· ban~ 
power slructurl' 111 our society. 1• 
is a moving one. It's not rigid 
whkh 1s. I thmk. the hest thinr 
you can say for 11. If you have ., 
rigid power structure eventually 11 
eifher decays or we have ., , 
revolution. I think our!, is ,· 
flexiblt: one and it's diversified. I 
certainly think ·this b true ol 
American business. It's not near!~ 
Cont. on page 1 O 
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was hesitant. He seemed to rely on 
Brodhead, asking if there were anything 
he'd forgotten to cover. In fact there 
was and innovations such as the Pop 
Culture course were mentioned. 
by Russ Halley 
Gardener. this is two five Yank out of 
Tompkins County Airport. Could you 
please inform us of the weather· 
conditions at Hanscomb field in Bedford. 
Yes Sir, the ..{.nways are clean and all 
the snow has been rained off. Wind 
speed is between 25 ai:id- 35 miles per 
hour with gusts up to 43. 
Roger. thank you. 
We were flying from Ithaca to 
Boston ·in a Piper twin-engine 
Commanchee at about 180 miles per 
hour. We'd climbed to 9000 feet to 
avoid turbulence. but this small 
four-seater plane whose passenger 
i.:ompartntent most resembled the inside 
of a Volkswagon. was being slammed by 
u·nkn-own-·forccs into invisible barriers. 
The whole ·effect was one of a 
multi-dimensional ferris wheel with a 
chipped gear and a sadistic.: operator at 
the controls. and the mood in the back 
~eat was bleak. green. and somewhat 
nauseous. The pilot. however. whose 
plane it was. calmly adjusted the 
instruments and checked in with various 
tracking sta lions alimg the way. Because 
of a strong headwind we were over 
Boston within two hours and after a 
confident landini we were _mcl by a 
rented car and sped our way through 
suburban Boston till we reached our 
destination: a Holiday Inn sd 
p 1ct u rcsqucly on a hill overlooking 
beautiful Route I ~X. a major commuter 
artery. 
t 
Although this may rl•semhlc ~he scri~t 
of a ( 930's movie. the occaswn wed 
flown in for was nothing more than a 
small assemblage of Ithaca College 
Alumni who'd coml' to brkfly rekindle 
an old interest in a school they'd once 
attended and people they might 
have known. It had been 
organized hy the Ithaca C"olkge Alumni 
offii.:e headed hy Bob Hultz. with tlu: 
hope that those in attendance would he 
\Uhtly moved by the main speaker so as 
to be motivated to contribute some 
amount of money to the l"Ollege. The 
~peaker had also doubled a~ pilot that 
day: both afe significant functions of 
the job he is paid for- President of 
Ithaca College. 
In an attempt to understand just 
exactly what tin: President does on his 
I rcqucnt trips for the school. the 
Ithacan arranged to go along with Mr. 
Phillips on this flight to the Boston 
~uburhs. We were interested in 
. d1'icovcring if the sd1ool he would he 
lll·scrih1ng would resemble thi~ 
111stitution we attend. or if instead, a 
rosy unrealistic pii.:ture of an idylic 
academy guaranteed to appeal only to 
contributors would r_csult. 
When we'd showed up in 
. . 
Vice-president for Development Charles 
Brodhead's office Friday morning, the 
day of the flight, he asked dubiously if 
we'd brought along a suit and a tie. 
When we replied that in fact we didn't 
own such apparel, he resigned himself to 
the situation and seemed thankful that 
we'd at least made some improvement 
on our usual uniform. It was Brodhead 
wlio'd later explained, as we sat around 
our shared motel room, that the school 
had been primarily built on borrowed 
government money and although 
further expenditurt.'S were envisioned, 
the school was loathe to borrow more. 
Although there are approximately 
11,000 graduates of IC' floating around 
the country. Alumni contributions have 
always been negligihle hut this has heen 
primarily due to the fact that the school 
has never made a coordinated appeal. 
This has changed since Phillips took 
offke because he makes a great number 
of such fund raising excursions and is. as 
Brod head dt.'Scribed him. a valuable 
"public relations asset··. 
The affair was held in banquet hall 
"B" in the hasement of the Holiday Inn. 
and as strains of Muzak poured out an 
aborted version of "Oh. Susannah·· in 
the surrounding hallways. the 35 or so 
expected guests began filing in: They all 
stopped at the doorway_. checkm~ to sec 
if this were indeed the right place. and 
after signing the guest hook and 
attaching a !Jame tag to their lapels. 
they began circulating around t~c roo~1. 
speaking with c~ther al~11_1n1 who d 
arrived earlier. President Ph1l11ps l'ntcred 
the room with the earliest of arrivab 
and was availahlc to meet pco11lc. 
answer questions. and !,;ilisfy their 
curiosity as to thl' nature of thi: new IC 
presidi:nt. · 
After a while. all had arrived and we 
sat down to a dinner that was not 
.\ 4 
Captain Phillips 
and the pre-flight warm-up. 
Man in control photo by Russ Halley 
dissimilar to a typical SAGA meal. 
When this was cleared away the 
President rose to address a few low key 
remarks to the audience. 
He spoke of the desirability of 
improving alumni contact so that they 
might he involwd in thl' ambition~ to 
further Ithaca College towards 
becoming a unique comprehensive 
t.·olll•gc-a univcr~ity al the 
undergraduate IL'vcJ. lie mentioned the 
problems of I he school fron1 a general 
administrative standpoint: thl· need to 
~ustam movement and confidence. to 
huild valuable lifr. The recent Acauen11c 
Rl·organization wa~ discussed and 
dc.;crihcd hy him a~ having a 
dcccntrallZlng yet Im king l'ftct.·t. 
II was an unrchear~cd speech and he 
alternatclv stood with hi~ hand~ in hb 
pot.·ket~ ;nd his arms crossi:d. When he 
began. his eye contact with the audii.:nci: 
Also brought up was the new Center 
for Interdisciplinary Studies. Phillips 
said that "we like to claim that the 
student is at the center of our 
curriculum" but there is a problem, 
inthat although students and faculty 
often claim to be interested in radical 
change, in fact they are conservative and 
slow to adopt such innovations. "This 
provides a cl];mce for the student to 
strike out on his own, creating his own 
course of studies in a sympathetic 
atmosphere." 
We circulated among the participants 
later to discern their reactions to the 
President. Most were favorably 
impressed but one wondered if he were 
not a bit naive in his conception of the 
college. When he asked if Phillii,s was 
wcll-likl'd by students and facul,y. we 
had to answer that in many circles he 
was not. When a 1960 TV-R graduate 
found out that we'd been transported to 
Boston hy the President in his own 
plane he l'Xclaimcd. ''That's got to say 
something for the man, doesn't it'!" 
After spending the night at this great 
Amcncan Motel. we met early for 
breakfast and then drMe lia1:k to the 
airport and took off for home. The 
weather was clearer tlus morning and 
hecausc we could sec the ground. the 
night was pleasanter. although there was 
still considerable turbulence. After a 
perfccl landing. on the snow and 
ice-covered runw.iy~ of thl· Tompkins 
County Airport. thi: President asked us 
if the mk hack had hcl·n any easil·r on 
our stomach~. We answered that wc"d 
realized till' futility ol attempt111g to 
hracc ourxl'lvcs ag.a111~1 being knocked 
around and rnslcad h.id .1ust rclaXl'd and 
were the hctll'r for II. 
.. Yes. you"II find that many thing.~ in 
life arc like that, .. he replied. 
.,.. .............. ~-.. 
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The Maoists Phillips lnt_e.rviewe·d 
Cont. from page ; 
ConL from page 8 
"A year ago I wa~ running around 
trying to convince everyliody to do the 
farm trip. to gel away from this horrilih: 
system. Inherently. though. there 1s 
nothmg wrong with tedrnology. mu~ic, 
TV. the telephone ... It's important to 
have i:ommunii:ation ai11.J a knowledge 
of the environment. You i:an't i:hange 
th!.! world by 1solat1un." 
What about dopc. we wondered. llad 
their poliucal identity changed their 
attitude towards that i:ullurally unifying 
substani:c'! 
··As a former head ... 11 didn't help 
me wiih my problems and dealings with 
people. People were just degenerating 
into a constant stoned stupor that 
prevents anything from happening.'· 
S tcvc remarked. .. l\i:id is more 
widespread than heroin and it's a real 
dass thing. There's smai:k m the ghettos 
and add in the suburb~. Who docs it 
help and who docs it hurt. It's not 
useful 111 a long term way and i~ 
promoted by the i:ulture." 
How do the Maoists sec themselves 
developing in the future? What steps 
w i 11 be necessary and inevitable in 
creating Revolution'! 
"We're thinking of changing the 
world. People arc really good and 
because of that. things can change. Not 
everybody is decadent, just the ruling 
dass. We've made mistakes but we 
understand the ncccs.-;ity of uniting with 
people and defining our main purpose. 
That\ why many of us have taken jobs 
in local factoric!>. The most important 
thing is the building up of a 
Revolutionary Party. It's a step in a 
long. long journey," Dennis exclaimed 
with cnthusiasm. 
Betsy spoke slowly with an eye on 
our notebook~. 
"We have to be careful. Our mistakes 
were misinterpreted in the past." 
We assured them that we just wanted 
to get the fact!> out to the folks. 
They dug that After all, Betsy 
·laughed. "We're just good anti-Fascist 
fighters." 
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CARRY-Our SERVKE 
as monolithic as it appears. I think 
that many of our institutions are 
more open than they seem to be; 
certainly education is. 
Ithacan: What about l getting 
into government. It seems that 
you can't get into the government 
without huge sums of money. 
Phillips: It's very hard to run 
for a high office unless you can 
get started. It depends on your 
support. Muskie doesn't have very 
much money, but he's got himself 
quite a lot of labor support. I 
think lha·t very few of our 
candidates have had a great deal 
of personal wealth, ~ltltough 
they've usually been fairly 
comfortably settled. I guess Jack 
Kennedy was .the only one 
recently who had a great deal of 
personal wealth. and even that is 
only a drop irt · the bucket. 
Although the system i& expensive, 
it docs allow people to come into 
it. 
Ithacan: You said that the 
power structure of the country is 
not stationary, and that if it was 
that this could lead· to revolution. 
What do you think about 
revolution, in that one of its 
major precepts is the 
redistribution of wealth? 
Phillips: I think the important 
thing is the creation of wealth. 
This docsn "t mean that you have 
to have a constantly growing 
economy all the time. I personally 
like the idea of individuals having 
acccs.c; to that as an incentive. 
There has to he some form of 
incentive anyhow. If your system 
ir. productive in that. sense. then 
you can solve most of your 
problems. If you stop at any one 
point and say let's change the 
method of distribution you're not 
really benefiting anybody. The 
distribution problem is secondary 
I ihink to the effectiveness of the 
productivity. 
Ithacan: Then. do you see the 
system that we have now as 
productive in lhat there are a lot 
of people who are poor? 
Phillips: I think that it is a 
problem that everybody 
recognizes and we've tried to 
come to grips· with ii in a number 
of ways, none of them very· 
effective at the present time. _The 
reasons arc quite complex as you 
know. If you were to take all the 
wealth of the country at the 
'present time and stop producing 
more, nobody would he well off. 
The trii:k is to make it a fairer 
system and to providl' perhaps 
more support at the bottom so 
th:1t you can liring cveryhody up 
io a decent level and still not 
d cs troy ini:entives for activity. 
Because that's where your golden 
I 
I 
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eggs are going to be under our 
system, which is one of private 
capital and private . .initiative. If 
you have a system of publically 
controlled incentives, which you 
have in the SoviefUnion, you still 
have the problem of increasing 
productivity, and taking care of 
those who arc not productive, at a· 
fairly decent level. 
Ithacan: Talking about the 
Vietnam war. Now we don't call it 
the Vietnam war. We move into 
Laos and Cambodia and call it the 
Asian War. and we're. being lied 
to. The Pentagon Papers didn't 
surprise a lot of people. 
"Phillips: I know how you must 
feel about the Pentagon Papers. l 
look at the Vietnam war as a 
continuation of the struggle that 
has occured since before World 
War 11, but essentially after World 
War II between the Soviet Union, 
functioning primarily now as a 
nationalistic power, and the 
Western countries, of which we 
were one. Here were two powers 
who won a war and never really 
resolved to work together 
afterwards. and I hey 're beginning 
to work together now for the first 
time. You had an unstable 
political disposition in a very large 
area of the world. There were 
some lines drawn and respected, 
although the Berlin line was a 
point of tension. The Korean one 
became a point of tension and 
Vietnam was another one to 
whkh there was never any final 
agreement. As to where you draw 
the line, maybe we shouldn't have 
gotten into the line drawing 
business. I think we made a 
mistake in letting the Vichy 
French come back into Vietnam. 
If we had supported Ho C"hi Minh 
:1 t that point when he was a 
nationalist, I think that the whole 
chapter might have been avoided. 
If you go back to the period 
during the Freni:h oi:cupation it 
did become mixed up in the Cold 
War. Once it became mixed up in 
the Cold· War, we got drawn in 
and other countncs got drawn in 
it hccamc a long and expensive 
thing. One thing, I think ·the 
solution of it will come. 
' Ithacan: The question often 
arises a,; to whether colleges and 
universities should support the 
governmenl in things such as 
questionable wars that the 
majority of the - studenls are 
againsl. 
Phillips: I can understand t ho~l· 
feeling:.. but I don't agree with 
them. I feel we're in this husinc~s 
where we arc one of many 
countries in which some kind of 
military strength is the accepted 
means of dealing with situations. I 
don't think that any of us arc 
prepared to unilaterally withdraw 
from that. Maybe we should he, 
and maybe we could look forward 
to that period. Most of the people 
who arc opposed to armament 
don 'I really .follow through on 
that argument so that if you're 
going lo have any military 
posture, then it seems to me that 
military recruiting is a valid 
function. As for my business 
connections with the military, my 
only connection with Grumman is 
just a tiny percentage, just a few 
shares. Marion's father is no 
longer on the board· of trustees, 
and we have no connection 
financially. 
Ithacan: How has IC developed 
a situation where the Blacks have 
10 be afraid for their physical 
well-being? 
Phillips: l don't know how 
generally that feeling is felt. but I 
· understand that it is felt-and that 
it is a real thing. I suppose it's a 
matter of insecurity, and in this 
case a smalt-ethnic group wantjng 
to/ establish an (dentity. To ~o 
that may create more hostilityi)o 
that wh;le they gain sometbliig 
•••• ... m """. ::_,j 
Phillips Interview 
from their separate club or 
separ"tc table, they also lose 
something. I think I can 
understand the wishes of the 
Afro-Latin Society and I can also 
understand some of the 
resentment against this. I'd like to 
tackle this on a college level, I 
think this is one of the reasons 
why we have a college. We have to 
deal with these questions all 
through our lives as a country and 
the productivity and participation 
of Black Americans is going to be 
crucial to the future of the 
country. We may as well learn 
how to deal with each other. 
Ithacan: On a personal level, 
what has been the major obstacle 
to your goals since you've been 
presidenl of llhaca College? 
Phillips: The goals that I've set 
in my own mind haven't occn 
precise enough to say that I've 
heen disappointed. I"m not at all 
unhappy with the gcnc:ral impetus 
that I can sense. although in many 
cases I've fell that what I'd like to 
~cc hasn't happened. 
Ithacan: Would you send your 
son or daugh~er to Ithaca College? 
Phillips: Yl'S. sir. I thmk we 
liave quite a l<it to offrr. 
Ithacan: Is there anything that 
vou'd like to talk about that we 
i1a,·en·1 mentioned? · 
Phillip~: 1\1 lik.· lo kno,\ why 
\ oll arl' 111 .·olk·g•·. I\ hat } ou want 
io d(l. Arl' you amhlliou, for 
e hanging ~oi:kty'! 
Ithacan: Our goals aren't 
economic. that doesn't really 
matter. We have a cultural 
idcnt ification. We don't know 
how valid the cultural 
identification i~. We don't know 
Seattle 18% 
Triples Nation's 
. \ 
Jobless Rate 
cL:"l:SI lh·c•'nll}. Bol'inl,!. ;1 
111,11or produn·r 01 l"Olll 111c:n.:i;1l jct 
hlll'TS. induding th•· 707 and thl· 
747 a,; well a~ plane~ U~l·d hy the: 
11111itary. laid off two third~ of 11~ 
workl•r, in Sl·attlc. Sc;111k·~ 
lllll'lllployllll'llt t,all' now stand~ ;11 
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a\·e•ragc. 
I n •. l' n t r a I S l' ;1 l l I l' • ;1 
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unl•mploynwnt ligurl' run, lip ·10 
Cont. from page 1 O 
how it's changing. Some of us 
have long hair and hang out with 
other people who have long hair 
and we do see that as a cultural 
identification. It's relaxed, it's 
more far-reaching, it's a cultural 
and social thing and response and 
.ii differs a lot from person lo 
person. It's noi a protest. It was 
born of a variation in culture. We 
don't live the way. our parents 
lived and could never'conceive of 
ourselves as returning to that way 
of life. 
Ph iJlips: I don't particularly 
like our traditional 
growth-oriented· economic 
system. I think wc:'re going to 
have to make adjustments lo th1.• 
cumulative effoct of your life! 
styles. I think enough of you will 
have spme appreciable cffel't on 
what we're seeking. I think thb is 
very healthy for the 1:ountry, anu 
I think Wl' 0 rl' going to havl' to 
makl' the~e adjm,tmc:nts. You l'an 
1:omc: to terms with thl' soi.:iety in 
diffl'rent ways and you will haVL' 
an influc:ncc The influcnl'e may 
he quite diflcrent from what you 
think. 
Ithacan: We look upon 
America as a great as.~imilator in a 
~cnsc. and don ·1 really like I hat 
because ii lend~ 10 destroy things. 
A couple of years ago having long 
hair or any of the other cultural 
svmbols made us able to relate 10 
s~mebody truthfully as a brother 
in a much more valid way than we 
can now. The great American 
non-culture has as.~imilated a lot 
of the things. There arc a lot of 
people who might look lik«; us but 
really have no similar values. It's 
now a fashionable thing. They 
Buffalo: 
share very little of the analysis o 
this society that we do. It's kin1.1 
of depressing because the culfr 
rose out of a positive mov· 
toward an alternative. N 
being co-opted and everyb, 
long hair. 
Phillips: I'm intrigued to know 
more about your perception of 
the culture. I'd like to pursue that 
sometime because I think I wuld 
ll'arn a -good deal" I don ·1 have 
much chance to do that, I'm 
afraid that with our childr~n. for 
whatever reasons, we've probably 
pressured them into being too 
conformist. 
Ithacan: How do your kids 
relate to what is going on? 
Phillips: Our son is interested 
in music and lll•'s very 
indepdcnden I. he wan rs to have 
his own run at this field. He's 2J, 
graduated from Harvard in 1969. 
We don'I sec: too mud1 of him, 
and I think we're gradually gelling 
hal·k on a good relationship whc:n 
hl·\ hl'rl', I haw anolhcr daughtl·r 
who·~ tl'rrihly square and married 
to an cx-n;,ivy guy. My oldest 
daughter married a Dartmouth 
guy who went to Cuba and gol 
disowned hy hi~ father. hut he's 
now 30 year., old and pretty well 
l'llmeshed in lhl' ,;y~t.·111. My otlll'r 
daughter al Mt. llolynk•· i, not 
p u~lll·d ll'rr1hly ~I rongly l'il her 
w;1y. She\ Vl'ry arlbtil· and \'l'IY 
~l·ns111w. hu1 she:\ not a pu,hcr. 
Our youngest daughter who i, 15 
ha~ more of a 111111d of hl•r own. 
and has golll'll mto lrouhlc· a h1tll· 
hit mon·. I adnmc her becau~c: 
~he\ ~c:ard1ing. Wl··rc beg1nn1ng lo 
mah· l'onlal't with her. It look, 
like we: may be l·oming out ok on 
that. 
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·1hc 1111tl-f1fl1L'' S.\(;.\ l·ood 
Servin· had hccomc ,1 11at1011-w1<k 4 
corporatll>ll ,cr\'111!! n<·,irl}. 300 
col kl!<''· 1111111cro11, hospllab. 
husrn~~,c~. and 111th1,t ri,·,. lk Ill!! 
the lar[!<',t ,·olk[!c food 'L'r\'ll'L' 
corporat1011111 the l'Olllltry. S:\(;,\ 
has hl'l'll ~cnou~ly rl'lcrr<·d lo h), 
,olllL' a, th<' ""C';nlllla<·" of their 
field. 
S,\(;,\ ·, lll<'IIU, .H<' prcparcd_h~ 
their own d1l'l1,1a11, at \knl~> l'Jrlo. 
Jlld Sl'llt Olli Ill L'Olkd forlll lo thL' 
collq:<'' 111volvcd 111 th<' ,crv1c,·. 
:\II S,\(i,\ niol,., ha,,· .1 ~pc,1all} 
pre 1aretl c1H,lo.hool,. to ,,h1ch th,·~ 
rder their c·otlctl mc•nu~. thu, 
prov1t1111g fairly u111forn1 re<·1pc~ 
throu[!hout the· ,nv1n··, chain. In 
other ,,ord~. the IJ,,1!!11<' ~ 011 c·at 
toni[!hl Y. 111 hL' vc•ry ,11111l;1r to the· 
la,;1[!na ,·;Jlc'll h~ ~111tl,·11h Jt 
('olg;lle. lloha1t. ;mtl olhc·r S:\G:\ 
memhers on the same night. 
SAGA has it~ own sanitation 
standard~ that it adheres to in 
addition to hi-weekly Tompkins 
C'ounty Board of Health 
inspe<:tions. Only U.S. grade A 
meat and fresh produt:e is used. all 
of which i, cit her hough! lot:ally 
or in surrounding dties sut:h as 
Roe hester and Syrat:usc. Fresh 
1110.:Jl i, dcl1vl·retl daily anti the 
,tod,, of ,ann,·d !!IH>1h arc 
1otatl'd \\l'l'isl),. •\II per,onnl·I. 
from mana[!<'r~ to line work,·1~ arc· 
,pcc·1,illy trained hy SA(;,\, 
Sanllat1011 Jnd "co111munll'at1<1n 
wllh th<· ,tudents"' •~ e111phas1ze<l. 
I a rry :\k,ccl~. D1rc1:tor of 
h>od Scrvn.:c ,1l I l haca ('ollcgo.:. 
ha~ ho.:en 111 almmt JI! of the 
a,pcch o! the footl management 
hu,mc" r,ir th,· pa~t ::., yo.:ar~. Mr. 
\k,cl'I\ l<'cb th,· 111,1111 purpo'<' 
of h1, ,1;,h 1, to .. try anti plc,1,0.: th<· 
,tudc·nt, ... If th<·~ Jro.: not 
,.1t1,f1cd. \\l' arc ,nil 01· a Joh." 
H o w c v c· r. S . \ <; ,\ 11 ,. !! o t 1,JI c, 
diro.:..:t Iv ,, 1th the nilkg<' 
,I ti Ill I 11 I~ i rat I l\ll o II ,J Y L' ,I I' I), 
contract ha,1,. 
,\ f I l'r J r LI 11 <lo W 11 ll I I h l' 
plannrng procedure tor lll<'al, at 
I t ha ,· a C · o I legc arc ma tic. :\1 Y 
COOK -GAUNTLETI 
•• 
•WORLDWIDE TRAVEL SERVICE 
• INDIVIDUAL & GROUP TRAVEL 
PLANNED IN EVERY DETAIL 
273-3073 
207 N. AURORA ST. A 0tVl5101l of 
ITHACA, N. Y. FIRST NATIONAL/ITHACA 
................................. ·-·················. 
• by Steve Kavee - : 
objective view wa.~ immediately : Crunchy Granola Recipe , 
distorted by the sight and smell of : _ Granola is a healthy snack that can be purchased at the usual:. 
50 <:m:onut creme pies turning in : exorbitant food prices. However, like most of these foods, it takes: 
a huge oven. Regaining my • about as much effort to buy it as it docs to make it. It's a tasty: 
composure. I diligently seart:hcd : munch food for those late night hungrys and is delicious with_ milk: 
for signs of unsanitary food • and fruit for breakfast. The ingredients are good sources of protein: 
handling and reasons for watery and vitamins. unlike packaged cereals that have chemical nutrients:· , 
spaghetti saut:c. A~ Mr. McNeely pumped into nutritioniess and heavily processed grains. All the: 
~howed me the various cookmg necessary ingredients can be purcha.~cd at the Ithaca Real Food: 
department> ~torc rooms and Conspiracy located in the basement of Quarry Dorm. Save your: 
trcezers. I failed to spot any rats stomach. support your body and make your own food. It's fun,• 
and n11cc running amongst the educational and besides. it's good for you. : 
hags of flour. There were no open ½ CUP HONEY : 
sore~ on the hands of the 3 CUPS OATS : 
sandwich ladies ·and no bottles of I CUP WHEAT GERM • 
Seagrams-Seven hanging from the I CUP BUTTER 
poi.:kcts of the ja.nitors. Visions of I CUP COCONUT (shredded) 
fungus and mold growing under I CUP BARLEY GRITS (soy grits or any 
sinks and vab were soon shattered other type of grits may be substituted if 
hy the deanlincss of the whole : you can·t find barley grits). 
operation. When Mr. Mi.:Nccly • ½CUPSESAMESEEDS 
• pointed 0111 that all that wa~ left • I TABLE SPOON MILK . 
• of l he Llay\ lund1 wa~ ~<line • Mix all the stuff in a hig bowl making sure the honey coats 
S pa n 1 ~ h r i ,· c an <l a f <' w : evenly. Plai.:e the mixtun: on a cookie sheet, one layer thick. This: 
~antlwiche,. I frll II rca~onahle to : allows evcn rnokmg an<l less time. Bake at 350 degrc1.-s until the: 
con dude that the stomat:hs of : edges arc _hrown. Stir to avoid burning. especially if you i.:ould not: 
the student hmly were 111 safr : find a rnokil' sheet and the stuff is all piled up. The baking time can: 
hands. : he as short as I 5 minutes hut may he longer. Thb recipc is just a• 
,\, for the cvo.:ryday worker at .• beginning. You ..:an add a variety of nuts and other grits and grain: 
SAG:\. thn,· were no major protlucb. 
t:omplaint,. On<· cldcrly 
gentlo.:man who ha~ hecn working 
for S:\CiA for the pJ~t four year~. 
f c I t t h c· r c h a~ h c· c n J gr<' J t 
1mpm\'L'lllcnt 111 the managcm.:nt 
of th,· tood ~erv1..:c. lk wa, quite 
,a11~fi,·d with 111, S2.IO ;111 hour 
di,11\\ ;1,hlllg JOh. 
But 011<· ~l udcn t worker. 
,JL"l'O.:pllll[! f11, plight. L'OllllllL'nled. 
"S,\li:\ " like.: any oth::r large 
i.:.1p1tJh~t1L· ..:orporat1on. there i~ 
alwav, ,om<· do.:grcL' of worker, 
get l i;1g f UL'kcd ()\'CL., 
:\notho.:r' ~tudo.:nt o.:mpha~1zed 
th<· faL·t that "there· ,IrL' a large 
n11111hcr of full 11111c k1tchcn help 
1ry111g hard to put out good 
IIIL'ab.'" 
·\I :-.350 per ,c111L..,tcr. Sr\G,\ i~ 
d1arg111g ,1 littk mer S 1.00 ;1 1110.:al. 
11' ,·011 c;1l 20 me.ii, a week. 
llo,~,·h·r. ,111,·,· 1110~1 people do11·1 
111ais<· 11 to hrL·,11-.ta,1. altcrnal~ 
plan, tor <\ll<' or two mcab a tl,1y 
woul<l ,ave many ,tu<lcnb 111onc•y. 
: Mr. :<.k:-.o.:ely pointe<l, out that 
~llll'L' .ill l'Osh .ire pro-rat.:tl. thb 
woul<l he 111conv.:n1c11t and highly 
unl1kcl}. C'o111parc<l lo oth<·r 
private ,,hoob. Sr\CiA i~ 
rca,onahk. M,111)- sd10ols with 
their own food scn·1ce,. sud1 a~ 
Svracw,e and Yale. diarg<' SJ75 or 
n;orL' a ~l'lllL'Sl<'I. Due lo its 
L'X1,tc'nL'L' a~ ,I nat1011-w1de 
<'or po r J t Io 11. S :''\C; :\ ha~ l he 
··h11~111g po1\·cr·· many 
indcpcndo.:nts do not. 
,\!though the food gcb dull. 
till' l111L·~ arc long and. no. the 
f ootl 1~ not organil..'ally grown. 
Sr\CiA l·ood Servke doc~ an 
df1dcnt ,1oh of fccding J:500 
1..'ollcgc stu<lcnts a day. 
Familia 
2 Lm. OATS 
I TO 2 CUPS OF HONEY 
2 Lbs. MIXED NUTS 
2 Lbs. DRIED FRUITS (raisin.apricots. prunes. pear~. peaches) 
I Lh. WHEAT GERM 
MIX 
Whew! That's ;1 real lot of stuff. In fai.:t 1f you follow this recipe: 
• exal..'tly. the amount will keep four people rnntcnted for a month.: 
• But it"s good food and· really docs build strong bodies twelve Ways.: 
• k d . • : You l..'an do.:i.:idc how much you want to ma·<· an ol rour~c .• · 
• i.:rcativitv •~ again thL· key. : . . 
• Smash non-descripl cardboard breakfast foods! : 
:. ......................................•...... ~······· 
• r- ! -.~, _CCU§F.3¥N · - .. ., "'"':-" V 'I'. l a.. ,J.~ .. -~,~• •' _: -•• ( • • 1 
·11 .---' -,. ,. . .-.....; .... --\, ,..._; ( ,.;;,,.-,:_ . 
.: --" . , c·-,. ."' ·,;- I . 
~
ppw;ove) 
y the 
NADIT 
Just whAt you see 1Nih1s weeks 
CeNtev-s preAd buT PeRtur1N3: 
@ H19her QuRLity reproduci10N oF 
Ar1Work thAN poss, ble i N A 
NewspAper. 
Q) OPFICIAL TYPE POSTER PAPER 
(wo"it tunJ yellow ANd buM out 
ON you Like NewspAper wall.) 
@ EXTRA ADDFD AlTRACTION 9 
1he 1der-J',ty oF the 
_.Mystery L1 ceNse PLAie 
PITCHa O'BUD - under 
YOU,ll WA NT PLENTY FoR YOUR 
FRIENDS AND FAm1 LY. ONLY 
GIBS! GIRLS! GIRLS! L• (o-r so.ooo Pli les wh,chevercoMeS F,rsi .) 
"'· So keep '(OUr eyES opeN AND ~ 
your €Ars peeled AND ReMeMber t 
If you fh1Nk.the Food 1s bAd l<e~ 
IN PllNcl whAt the pTeS10eNt SA'f''!','()a ~ 
"IT SELLS NAGNfSIH·"·:.:,~;" 
.. 
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Eat~ Ate, And Have Eaten 
A few week•s ago the N.Y. 
1atewide Co-operative, sponsored 
y the Genesee Food 
1;-operative. met in Rochester 
" discuss·· possible futures for 
nod groups. 
The main objective of this first 
·1atewide conference was to 
,·come more aware of the 
.,,-operative movement in the 
1.11c. to form a statewide and 
,11ional Co-op directory, compile 
directory of organic food 
11 pplicrs and to organize a group 
uving venture and lay the 
1o~mdwork for a regular state 
r,1nsportation route or a 
,·ntralized distributorship to 
,·rvc the co-operative community. 
rhc Conference was a 
11!1:stone in the organization of 
nnd Co-operatives in this state. 
nJ from which the seed of a 
1 cat1:r national unity was 
planted. . 
On the national level, what 
flowered out of this concept was 
the lotus of community 
communication; a newsletter, 
headlined the Food Bird, designed 
by a group called Nasco (North 
American Student Cooperative 
Organization). The newsletter is 
to be national in scope, is a 
funded newsletter, and aimed at 
being a forum between 
cooperatives in the county. Copies 
or subscriptions or comments to 
the paper may be addressed to 
Mathew Reich number 434. 775 
Commonwealth Ave. Boston, 
Mass., 02215. 
The conference began with an 
introduction from each of the 
participating Cooperatives 
establishing where they were from 
and individual's interest and 
pua?ose in the conference. 
Student Sub Venture 
Burned Sy Bureaucracy, 
\ group of IC' students got 
"!!..:!her early last month and 
c, 1ded to go into the business of 
1.11-.ing submarine sandwiches. 
,\ 1 ta researching the venture's 
i.1usihility. chi:cking food prices. 
n d gomg through thi: colkgt' 
1.111d1ising proci:dures (a hill of 
pproval outlined and granlt'd by 
~ht·rt Union Director. Ed Cobhl 
Ii,·~ began to sell the sandwichl'S 
1Hkr the company name of Food 
,,1 J"l10ught limited. 
I hose involvi:d ( Marshall 
;111pp. Dean Wiltse. Michael 
,1upp. Boh Steven!., Chip 
kckingcr and Tom Merkell 
1c,ted ,money and time in ordcr 
, hd p pay their college i:xpensi:s 
1,I provide good. cheap suhs for 
1,· IC munchii:s. They were 
1,,cssl'ul on all counts. unlike 
11,knt companies in the past. 
.1k111g hack .. thdr invi:stmi:nt and 
udmg that they could not make 
111ugh suhs for the demand. 
I h e i r p o p u I a r i t y w-a s 
,
1rt-hved. though, On January 
,1 little mori: than a week after 
,·11 ~tart. FFTL received a call 
"111 Ed C'obh. who informed 
<'Ill I hat their franchise with 
1,· ,ollege had heen ri:voki:d and 
., 1 their opcrn lions wen~ to he 
·11111nated. 
I he reasons for thi: revocation 
,·1c nebulous and no oni: was 
1111,· ,uri: who made thi: decision. 
,, h Howland I of Rusinei.s 
·11 l(t·~I gavi: the mam ri:asons 
1 r,·\·ocatio11 a~ the possibility of 
,ontral'I hreach with SAGA. 
,·.ii th hazard~ and connecti:d 
11 ,. , t i o n s o f Ii a h i I i I y a n d 
1d.111gi:ring the ··town and gown" 
relationships. Though there is no 
written clause stating that SAGA 
is the sole food-making firm 011 
campus. I-lowland. as SA(;A's 
ri:pre~entative lo the 
Admin1stration. frlt that granting 
a · franchisl' lo FFTL broke the 
contract in spirit. lie al~o ~poki: of 
a complaint that had hcen 
rcceived from an unnamed 
downtown business firm via Leo 
Tracy of Safety Division, 
involving Town & c;own 
relationsh.ips. 
Stan Davis. vice-president of 
stuµent affairs. saw thi: 
health/liahility que~tion as most 
crucial and felt that thi: colli:gc 
could in no way approve of the 
operation hi:causi: of thi: 
respon~ihility ~ud1 a decision 
wmild involve. Ill: suggi:sted that 
lhl'Y sell ~uhs through food 
Sl'rViCl'. 
· Food for thought. wishing to 
remain independent, went for and 
received New York State approval 
of their operntion. a step Stan 
Davis had felt would taki: the 
placc of a franchise and would 
remove !ht: college from lianility, 
Ed Cobb howevi:r. felt that FFTL 
still nt.>edcd to be franchised if 
thi:y were to sell on campus. Also, 
the food permit must be 
undersigned hy the college. a step 
that Davis says the coUi:ge cannot 
take as he bi:lieves that the move 
would again make thi: colli:gc 
habit:. · 
i:ood for thought meanwhile 
has bi:cn back in htisiness sine.: 
Sunday night with the liability 
question still up in thi: air. 
... Where You Always Hear 
The Best Bands in Town. 
, -
Thursday 
Al8ATR-0SS - SOe 
Friday & Saturday 
last time in Ithaca 
RUMIOTTOM 
·,.41-3 TAUGHANNOCK BL''D. 
&~n. the ~treet: from the Station Restaurant 
... .. ,,. . .. . 
- I . • 
·-- ~ .... -
.. , ...... : 
.. ·-.. -
. •,'·• ·. 
• :1 •, I 
:.JilaiiiiL--~0 .Jt~~--~ .. i~1""-4~~~'"k.;.;_· ... ,-·-~ .. _ __ .· ,--:~~ti.-~ .. 
by Carl Mansdorf 
The first sphere of discussion 
was centered about the size and 
location differences that 
cooperatives share and solutions 
to their individual problems 
relative to thi:se differences, such 
as work schedules, local 
distribution techniqui:s, time and 
place. 
The question of just who thi: 
Co-op si:rvcs and why was brought 
up along with ·'Where do the poor 
fit into this'?" and -who really 
benefits from the cooperative'!" It 
is true. a majority of those that 
compost: the coop arc students, 
middli: class and hippii:s. The 
reason b. they have the time to 
organize a coop. while thL· poor 
have not the time. We feel it is thL' 
community responsibility to reach 
out to this part of the 
community. 
Other ideas sowed included the 
concepts of a sustaining fund. A 
sustaining fund is a fund set up hy 
a group for the purpose of loaning 
moni:y to groups who art: trying 
to organize but have not thi: funds 
to do so. Money would be rJised 
hy hip husinL'SSt:!> that ..:ould 
afford to. rnntriby_ting I% of their 
gross profib. 
Thi: food stamp issue was on 
the floor. The result: write to the 
Department of Agriculturi: in 
Washington if you arc having 
hassles with the State or county 
Department of Agriculture or the 
Departmi:nt of Social Services. If 
you arc an incorporated_ food 
supplier you ari: definitely eligible 
to colkct food stamps from 
member families on that program. 
How to incorporate a coop and 
types of contracts involved led to 
the different types of Coop 
information on contracts, non-
profit status ( being tax exempt) 
and thi: different state laws 
pertaining to Coops can be 
ob•ained in the library. 
Thr coop is an instrument of 
unity between the people. It helps 
them overcome the oppression of 
this system. Its new to many of 
you but it's been here all the time. 
In the I 930's there was a strong 
unity of Coops in forming and 
housing. much more radical than 
ours and much more organized. 
We arc Just getting it cogether 
again as a ni:w alternative to the 
oppression of the consumer in this 
country. Be strong in your 
convictions. Live right. work to 
gL't it together; cat right and 
exercise: study. 
Om Shanthi 
G 41074 35~ H (ijf 7 
-fake !:f_tJVr> i/alen&1He 
to d1°'11?BY' St f/,e 
PONTERHOllS€ f?OOM OF 
11te Wo"'dey,favrd Mote{ 
b5Lt E:l-MIRA ROAC' • 272-s1s2.. 
.$r6Al<S • Lt\/6 MAINE L.OBSTe 
FON~ORfrlll&-~otJNE 
tt, wia~~ 0H1ev> 
(!,u.li~a"~ t 
deli9ht:s. 
·h • 
WHAT 
DO YOU 
WITH 
DO 
A 
S U P E R 
JACK? 
Send It to a friend ••• take It out for dinner ••• give one to your old lady ' 
••• file It under "S" ••• or be practical and make a meal of It all by yourself. 
LUMS SUperjack ••• Just for the ravenous ••• 
mountains of hot roast beef, Imported ham, 
pastrami and melted chaele served on a toasted 
bun. Get one today. -
326 Elmira Rd • 
.. 
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Drama ·--llltats N . . 
HAIR 
by l~-lo Naistadt 
Last Sunday evening's performance of "Hair" proved that total 
dedication and enthusiasm could tum an outdated script and score 
into a worthwhile evening of entertainment. Although the script 
chosen by ~he group was vague and uninspiring, the ensemble 
created a level of energy that is rarely witnessed at Ithaca College. 
"Hair" was one of the first controversial rock musicals to 
comment on the standards and mores of "youth" and "the 
establishment" in America. 
The difficulties in trying to present this dialectic today are the 
out-dated and rhetorical issues i-eprescnted. Despite this, Cookie 
Zelden, the director of the production, managed to inspire her cast 
into an admirable level of ensemble performance. And in so doing, 
Miss Zelden overcame what might h_ave been an otherwise cliched 
and dated work. 
Limited lighting and technical facilities occasionaily resulted in an 
unpolished effect. However, every company member stirred the 
audience with excitement and enthusiasm which more than 
compensated for any technical imperfections. 
The musical numbers were very well received. Particularly 
well-staged and musically vibrant were the songs "I Got Life" and 
the theme song "Hair". 
"Hair" is a rock musical that should provide the audience with an 
ensemble concept. Therefore. in an evening full of consistently fine 
performance. it may seem unfair to dwell on an individual 
performer. However. I would like lo mention that Gary Harger's 
performance as Claude. the symhol of lost idealism, was outstanding. 
I felt that the show presen1ed could have heen more effective as a 
musical review solely. since the audience was only ahle to capture 
scattered moments of the script. Also. the audience was unahle to 
feel the amount of involvement necessary in the end of the show 
because it wa~ loo short. The audience would have heen more than 
happy to receive another hour of the group's entertainment. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
The show was directeu anu conducted by the lthm.:a College 
Public Theatre. They have provided a spirit-lifting show that no one 
on the IC campus should miss. 
WHY BE ALONE? 
you art- amon~st friends at: 
THE ST A TE DINER 
428 West State Street 
~ood foo<l - g~nerous portions 
Opt-n 24 Hours A Day 
A-thletics 
Gymnastics vs. King's Point: Friday,· 
Feb. 11, 7:30 p.m., Ben Light Gym. 
Wrestling VI. RIT: Saturday, Feb. 
12, 2:00 P.m., Ben Light Gym. 
J.V. 8Hketball VI, RPI: Saturday, 
Feb. 12, 6:15 p.m., Ben Light Gym 
Varsity Basketball vs. RPI: 
Saturday, Feb. 12, 8:15 p.m., Ben 
Light Gym 
Wrestling vs. Oswe,o: Tuesday, Feb. 
15, 8:00 p.m., Ben Light Gym 
Hockey vs. Hamilton: Wednesday, 
Feb. 16, 7:15 p.m., Lynah Rink, 
Cornell 
Theatre 
A Tribute to Hair: Thursday_ and 
Friday, Feb. 10·11, 8:15 p.m., 
Crossroads; Saturday, Feb. 12, 7:30 
and 10:30 p.m., Union Rec Room. 
Madu and The Time of Your Life: 
W.dnesday through Sunday, February 
16-20, 8: 15 p.m., P.A. BUIiding. 
Bulleti11 
IC Veterans Club Meeting: 
Thursday, Feb. 10, 8:00 p.m., Union 
Lounge 
ISraell Dance Offered: nu,rsday, 
Feb. 10, 8:30 p.m., Dance Studio, HIii 
Center 
Psychology Seminar (Or. George 
Shuttls and Or. Eric Helmer of WIiiard 
State Hospital): Thursday, Feb. 10, 
2:30 p.m. F-21?8 
c hemlstrv Seminar Serles: .. The 
Role of Distortion In Enzymatic Action 
of Lysozyme" (by Dr. Paul van 
Elkeren of MIT): Tuesday. Feb. 15, 
4:30 p.m., S-307 
Student Congress Meeting: Tuesday, 
.-.,., 15. 7:00 p.m., Union Rec Room 
Spring Weekend Com.mlttee 
Meeting: Monday, Feb. 14, 8-10:00 
p.m .• Union Lounge 
- Open Mike: Monday. Feb. 14, 
8-11 :00 P.m., Crossroads 
Open Discussion (Bob Loewy, HIiiei 
Assistant Chaplain): Monday, Feb. 14, 
9:30 p.m., Holmes Hall study lounge 
Shabbat Dinner: Friday, Feb. 11, 
5: 00 p.m., DeMotte Room, Egbert 
Union 
Shabbat Service: Fro day, Feb. 11, 
6: 15 p.m., Rowland Hall Coffee Hous.e 
Gamma Delta Pl workshop and 
Rush Party: Saturday, Feb. 12, 9:00 
p.m.-1:00 a.m., Terraco Dining Hall, 
tickets available at Union. 
Ash Wednesday Services: 
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 12:00 noon and 
8:00 p.m., Union Rec Room 
"An ti-Semitism Prior to HI tier's 
Soc:endency" (by Profenor Nlewyk): 
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 8:00 p.m. Union 
Lounge 
Rush Party: Saturday, Feb. 12, 12:30 
p.m., Terrace 98. 
Phi Epsilon Kappa Sweetheart Ball: 
Saturday, Feb. 12, 9:00 p.m.·l :00 a.m. 
Terrace Dining Hall, tickets available at • 
The only a/ternatfre to AP. UPI. CBS, ABC. and NBC is EARTH NEWS 
hut it is the 01dy alternative you _need. Instead of · ·1111impeachable sources" 
and ··a11011y111011s spokesmen", listen to uncensored news- from the 1 source. 
We talk to Nader, the Sierra Club, Common Cause, the American Civil . 
liberties U,~ion 
·'" ... " ,•\ r .. ,. .,, . . . 
and Minority organizations: on 
AM 600 
7:35 AM 
6:25 PM 
12:25 AM 
FM 91 
7:35 AM 
10:00 PM 
Cinema 
Husbands: Friday and Saturday, 
Feb. 11·12, 7:00 and ~30 p.m., 
S\atler, $1.25 
Night of tlle Living Dead: Friday 
and Saturday, February ·11-12, 7:00 
and 9:15 p.m., Ives 120, Sl.00 
Sand Pebbles: Sunday, Feb. 13, 
6:00 and 9:JO p.m., T ·102, $.50 
La Collectlonneuse: Sunday, 
February 13, 7:00 and 9:15 p.m., 
Statler, $1.25 
Irma La Douce: Monday, February 
14, 8:00 p.m., Ives 120 Sl.00 
Mutiny on the Bounty: Wednesday, 
February 16, 8:00 p.m., Ives 120, 
$1.00 
Music 
Albatross: Thursday, February 10, 
A Salty Dog, Saturday, February 12, 
The Haunt 
Dre,nauts: Thursday, February 10, 
North Forty 
Electric Elves: Friday, February 11, 
Lltehous.e 
Rumbottom: Friday and Saturday, 
February 11-12, A Salty Dog 
Moss: Friday, Februar.y 11, The 
Boxcar 
Witmer and the Dukes: Friday, 
February 11, North Forty 
Sarafeen: Friday, February 11, The 
Haunt 
Doug Knight (piano): Friday, 
February 11, The Pub (downtown) 
Chartle Starr and Jamo: Saturday, 
February 12, Lltehouse 
Lester ~nd Gunderson (piano and 
guitar): Saturday, February 12, The 
Pub (downtown) 
Starllllhten: Saturday, February 12 
The Boxcar · · 
Kiss: Saturday, February 12, North 
Forty 
Student Reclul: Friday, February 
11, 1:00 p.m., Walter Ford Hall · 
Joint Recital (Gall Wllllams, ·11orn, 
and Jane Lent, piano): Saturday, 
February 12, 2:00 p.m., Walter Fora 
Hall 
Senior Vocal Recital (Sllaron Lamb, 
Soprano): Sat\Jrday, February 12, 4:00 
p.m., Walter Ford Hall 
Folkslnglng (Chaz Doughty), 
Saturday, February 12, 8:30-11:30 
p.m. Crossroads 
McKendree Spring, Klondlke. 
Country Cooking (Quarry Benefit 
Concert): Monday, February 14 9:00 
p.m., Ben Light Gym, Tickets $3.00 at 
Union 
Faculty Chamber Recltal (John 
Covert, horn; Jon Toth, vlollnlst; Mary 
Ann Covert, piano): Monday 
February 14, 8: 1S p.m., Walter Ford 
Hall. 
Orlglrtal Composition Concert 
(Kappa Gamma Psi fraternity): 
Wednesday, February 16, 8:15 p.m., 
Walter Ford Hall 
......................•.................•..............•.•.•..... 
The SAB is helping to organize the Quarry Benefit Concert 
fe_aturing McKendree Spring, Klondike, and Country Coooking'. 
Tickets are SJ and can be obtained at Egbert Union. Profits are 
going to keep Quarry dorm open for the semester. The concert will 
be in Ben Light Gym on Monday, February 14, at 9:00 p.m. 
································································· 
WICB-TV has produced a series of shows to he aired on cable 
Channel_ 2 ea~h Tuesday evening at 9:00 p.m. "At Issue: Ithaca" is a 
panel d1Scuss1on that. deals with controversial issues of the City of 
lth~ca and surrounding areas. The executive producer is Laura 
Steibel. Krys Wroniecki is the producer, Ed Keagle is the director, 
and t~e mod_erator is Jim Barrett. There is a live audience that asks 
questions during ·the last part of the show. Next week's show 
p~s~nts "Drug Prescription Prices'', which discus.-;c.~ variances in 
pncmg ~nd the new regulation on listing prices. Reader Gates, 
pharmacist of the Hillside Pharmacy in Collegetown and Professor 
Gerber! Warren of. Cornell Law School will he the guests. Shows in 
~pco~1_ng weeks mclude ,,Pro.grams on food stamp discrepencies, 
Affairs of the Head -views of Hassle House and Suicide 
Prevention. pollution of Cayuga Lake, and crime in Ithaca. 
• •••• 
. The ~AB is sponsoring several events to the IC community. The 
I( Pubhc Theatre in conjunction with SAB presents the student 
production of "Hair", to be played tonight and Friday at 8: 15 p.m. 
at the Crossroads, and ori- Saturday at 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. in the 
••••• 
Union Rec Room. Tickets are required and are available at the 
Crossroads from 7: 15 to 8: 15 p.m. before each performance. 
• •••• 
THIS PICTURE NOT SHOWN 
"MON. FEB.14th DUE TO 
STAGE SHOW 
·CAROUSEL 
STARRING 
t{ESERVED SEATS ONLY. 
TICKETS MAY BE 
PURCHASED AT STATE 
THEATRE BOX pFFICE 
-il.il11UJI NW 
' ...... , ... ... 
· _u,.~,._.__~_2, ... . 
lGLENDA PETER 
'JACKSON. • FIN,CJ! •• 
~ . 
Two b~ck-oriented television ·shows are being produced at Ithaca 
College. Alan. Najar and Jeff Dunsto~ both TV/R' majors, are . 
producing and directing both·the WICB specials, to be aired at a later 
JJte. One of these TV shows will be an in-depth interview with Miss 
!!lack America, Stephanie Clark, who is a political science major 
11.:re. She will be discussing the problems of becoming a public 
ll!\ure. The other program deals with black art forms, and hopes to 
1,:"ature talented black students from Ithaca College, Cornell, and 
downtown Ithaca. The performers will then be asked to discuss and 
evaluate what they have done. 
• • • • • 
Pi Lambda Chi fraternity is doing something to help stop the 
pollution problem. Each Sunday afternoon starting February 13 • 
hdween 11 :00 a.m. and l :00 p.m., they will be collecting empty 
~lass bottles and old newspapers. They will be sent · to Cornell 
l 'niversity's ~ecycling Center to be recycled for use again. By doing 
1111s, they hope to alleviate the problems of bottles and papers 
.iuttering the countryside. However, in order to carry out an 
dfcctive campaign, they need the support of every dor:nitory on 
,Jmpus. They would appreciate it if you would put asi<:le a garbage 
, ,111 for empty bottles and one for old newspapers. Please Jet them 
~now by telephone where they can pick up the bottles and papers. 
Phone George Mordecai at 272-9752. When you finish reading the 
Ithacan and take the last sip of your sod;i or beer, drop it in the 
1c·~pective cans. 
* * * * * 
There will be a hearing sponsored by the Housing Committee 
wlrn.:h w!II enable anyone to learn about present plans and problems 
,,1 housing. Students arc encouraged to offer suggestions and 
, r111cisms of IC"s housing policies. The main topics to he disrussed 
11111 he the possibility of closing the Union Cafeteria temporarily for 
1.11chcn equipment renovation, and special dorms I i.e. a quiet dorm, 
., hlack dorm). Any other topics arc welcomed. The hearing will be 
h,·IJ Tuesday. February 15, at 7:00 p.m. in the Union Lounge. 
-= ..... 
I ht· two Ithaca College Symphonic Bands will be heard in CJncert 
.,11 I ucsday. February IS. The puhhc is. of course. invitt•d to the 
,,1111:crt which begin~ at ~=IS p.m. in Walter Ford llall. The Blue 
ll.,nJ, directed hy Fn•d Bctschcn. will play work'> hy Vittorio 
l,1,111nini, Paul Fauchc. Aram Khachaturian, and Henry Fillmore. 
I krbcrt Mueller will I ·,td the Gold Band ~; they play works hy 
K.ilmnikov, Gordon J:tcoh. Vcinhcrgcr, and Alfred Recd. 
•••• * 
rl1c Cornell International Affairs Association will present a panel 
.IN·uss1on of the current situation in Northern Ireland at 2:00 p.m. 
,,11 Saturday, February 12. Tht· forum will he held m the Memorial 
R.illlll of Willard Straight ll.111 on the Comell Campus. Jim (;afky 
• "111 the National Association for Irish FrccJom. John Keene of the 
I 1,h Republican Club~, Don Leon professor ot political science at 
il1c• State University College at Cortland. and author Truman Nclso 
"111 head tht· panl'l. The NAIF and IRC' arc American affiltates of 
1:,pectivcly th,· Northern lrcl.md ("ivil Righb As~odation and tht· 
1>1t1cial IRA. 
• * * • * 
It you arc intcre~tL'd 111 becoming a part of a co-cd "quiet dorm" 
:, >1 next ,cmester. ~end a poq card to I.:! IS West ·1 ower Jnd 1111:luJt· 
•11 the card the following information: name. ,·:1111pu, aJJrcs~. 
,,·111r,·x number. prc,ent major. and your year Df graduation. If you 
:1.1\c· any further questions. call for Bart at xJ712. 
* • • * * 
'itudent Advisor selection lor the Tower~ area will hcgm as soon 
,, possible. All intcrc~tcd person~ arc encouraged to pick up their 
.,ppltcation forms beginning l·chruary 14 at the Housing Office. the 
I·"' or West Head Rc~idcnt's apartment, or from the Offtct· of the 
I,,,~ ers Arca Coordinator. 
• llC • • • 
\ C'ollegl' Community Crafb Fair will ht· hl'ld on Saturday, 
I ,·hruary I ti from I.! :Oil noon to 5 :00 p.m. ThL' fair ,viii take plac,· 
. 1hc Rec Room. If you h:1v,· any talent in cr,·atmg crafh I i.e . 
.i1dk·,. potlcry. macranll'. ctc.l you hJv,· until Fchruar} 14 5:00 
:11. 10 :,uhmit it to the Unmn Of11ct·. 
* * * * * 
\ nyon,· intt•rcsted in forming a Jewish Actor·~ Collect ivc, picas,• 
,,•111.1ct Peter Kus.<;dl at :!S6-4:!:27 or 257·04Xh. Then.' will IH· 
111,·c·11ng February 13 to organi,e the group in (;.34, .-\nnahel Taylor 
II.di at Cornell. ThL' lllt'£ting hcgin~ at 7:00 p.m. ·1 hl' organi1.ation" 
h·111i,: torm..:J in conjunction with thl' IC llillel. 
* * • * * 
l'h..: Brothers ot l'lu l'p,ilon Kappa invite lhe whole collegt• 
,•
1111munity lo their Sweetheart's Ball, to be held Saturday evening, 
I d1ruary 12, in the Terrace dining hall. Live music will he featured 
.,1 lhc event beginning at 9:00 p.m. Thl' highlight of the Ball will be 
lh,· crowning of a new 1972 Sweetheart by the presl·nt queen, 
lll'bbie Rixford: There arc presently seven finalists: Gail Enjasscr, 
Mac-Ming Chary, Cindy Dart, Mary Jane Cheshire, Valerie· 
l'ontocello, and Patty Wooldridge, of whom only one will he 
rrnwncd. Tickets are available from any Brother or at the Union. 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION" 
' BROKERS 
Rohl'rt S. Boothroyd --- Class ur·24· 
Robert L. Boothroyd -- Class of '60' 
Henry G. Keyser ----Class of'52' 
William Flynn----- C.L.U. 
·ROBERT S. BOOTQROYD 
- AGENCY, INC. 
·-.-, 
"We· Welco~e Your /11qiiiry" 
.J/2 East.Seneca, Ithaca, N. Y . 
... 'I" ..... 
·.,. .. -
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a~usic IN ONE EAR 
Bv Wa,d_Sjlver_ 
Paul Simon (Columbia\ 
It's been two years since Paul Simon has put 
out a new album with or without Art Garfunkle. 
Unfortunately, his new solo LP is not particularly 
reflective of the total concern for an album such as 
Bookends. As always, his lyrics are expressive, 
emotional, and· downright superior to most 
contemporary American songwriters. However, the 
apparent lack of intensive effo~t in coordinating 
those words with the music offered here is 
detrimental. 
Paul utilizes a variety of guitars in addition to 
his own acoustic shadings. Certainly the most 
effective is Stefan Grossman's bottleneck on 
"Paranoia Blues". a song reminiscent in tone of 
Simon's "Big Bright Green Pleasure Machine" as 
it details the traumas of life in his native 
New York City. Jerry Hahn's electric guitar also 
appears on "Run That Body Down" and the 
lament, "Armistice Day" (On Armistice Day/The 
Philharmonic will play/But the songs that we 
sing/Will be sad). 
The musicians arc good. no doubt. Th,· 
excellent studio key boardist, Larry Kncchtcl. b 
featured most pleasingly on "Congratulation~". 
And Stephane Grapclli. on violin. pla~'s a totally 
enjoyable instrumental duel with Simon's acou~lk 
on "l·loho', Blucs" I which dctinitcly ends toll 
SO<lnl. -
lfowc\'l'r, cvt•n though then· bn'1 one really b:1J 
~ong on this album, nothmg s1gn1ly111g an 
1111wvativcly pcrpctual coorJinatmn of words and 
mu~ic can he founJ. The result b that w·h.:n Paul 
pl:1y~ almm,t strictly by him,clf lw1th 
accompanying acoustic guitar anJ autoharpl on 
.. Peace Like A Riv,•r", hts crcatt\'l' mc~~agc 1, 
Crossroads Fliclcs 
Fehru,1ry I 5 
"Thi: (ircal Ch.1,e" W.C Field~ 
"Laurt•I anJ !lardy - \lurds•r C.1,s•" 
··California Bond" \\'.C. Ft.:ld~ 
Fchruary 2 2 
experienced most effectively, You '11 probably like 
this album right -off the top; but the chances are 
good that its one of those you only ge• around to 
once a month. 
• • • • • 
If you saw Fairport Convention's fiddler, Dave 
Swarbrick, at the Fall Weedend concert last year, 
and you ended up dancing a jig in your seats, 
prepare your self for Country Cooking's Kenny 
Kosek. He's a bluegrass fiddler and baby, they 
move. The group is scheduled to appear in Ben 
Light Gym next Monday evening, February 14 
along with another very fine band, McKendree 
Spring, who played here a year ago and b!C>W the 
James Gang off the stage. Perhaps the best 
explanation for the comment is a fellow named 
Michael Dreyfuss. who also palys a damn good 
country fiddle. Howcver. the group is more than 
competent in each of its members especially Fran 
McKendree. the acoustil: guitarist and vocalist. 
The concert •~ .1 fund rat~ing effort hj the 
mhahitanb nf Quarry Dormitory who have to 
ama~~ S4.000 to lllcd operational cmb if thi.= 
building b to rcmam op,·n. One thing-Jon't forget 
the corn squcc1.in\. 
R<lad Runner h·,t iv.ti 
"Lkkt·t~ Splllt" 
"Zip anJ Shn11·· 
··t1opalo11g Ca,ualt~" Need a battery - Tune up - Muffler? See us-Check our Pric~ Quality Before You Buy. 
Road Runner h·~th·aJ· 
"Beep lkq,·· 
"lh·ady St·t /.o,illl" 
"Ztppmg :\1011µ·· 
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Repertory Theatre Schedu.les 
Medea & Time Of Your Life 
toll,1~ tone,rt $,riu 
Clas.,ical tragedy and modem 
. comedy can both be seen on the · 
; Ithaca College stage this month, 
almost together. The Ithaca 
Repertory Company is 
presentating "Medea" and "The 
Time of Your Life", playing 
alternately beginning February 
16. 
Set in 431 B.C., the action of 
"Medea" focuses around a 
barbarian (Jackie Yancey) who 
has sacrificed everything to help 
her lover, Jason (David Horwitz). 
Jason betrays Medea by arranging 
to marry the daughter of Creon. 
Exiled by Creon (Larry Grey), 
Medea takes revenge on both him 
and his daughter. She further 
takes a violent and ironic 
vengeance upon her husband. The 
play will feature a chorus which 
narrates the action. in the classical 
Greek style. . 
"The Time of Your Life" 
houses a charming collection of 
bizarre barflies in Nick's ( Larry 
Grey) waterfront saloon in San 
Francisco. Included in this array 
of characters are Joe (Louis 
Welch), who is exploring the 
possibilities of living a life which 
dies not hurt anyone, and Tom 
(Bruce Katzman), his simple 
errand boy who falls in love with 
Kitty (Thea Ransey), a young 
streetwalker. Through the actions' 
of the· habitues of the bar, 
particularly those of a rustic 
pioneer has-been, Kit Carson (Bob 
Johnson), a threat to the security 
of the young lovers is averted. 
"The Time of Your Life" is 
being directed by Firman H. 
Brown, Jr., chairman of the 
Drama-Speech department. 
"Medea" is under the direction of 
Robert Bardwell. associate 
professor of drama. 
The process of assembling and 
producing two plays 
sirn ultaneously is an ambitious 
undertaking for the 40 students 
involved. The workshop in 
Repertory Theater encourages 
maximum participation by each 
individual. Multiple roles and staff 
positions are assigned and the 
members of the company have the • 
opportunity to work in all phases 
of play production in addition to 
playing diverse roles in plays of 
opposing styles. The interaction 
arising from this concentrated 
workshop should create a 
tight-knit group of pl!ople that 
will be able to perform as a solid 
unit. These are the hopes of 
Professor Brown, originator of the 
program. The results can be seen 
February 16-18, 24 and 26, 
when "Medea" will be presented, 
· and February 19-20, 23, 25 and 
27. performances of "The Time of 
Your Life". Both productions will 
be presented in the Main Theatre 
of the Performing Arts Building at 
8: 15 p.m. Tickets may be reserved 
in advance by calling the box 
office between I 0:00 a.m. and 
5:00 p.m. 
Scenes from both shows and 
interviews with directors and 
members of the casts may be seen 
on WCIC-TV at 8:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, February 15. 
lilt Recitt1/ Excellent 
by Nancy Shapiro 
John Lill, a British pianist, 
presented a recital last Sunday 
afternoon, February 6, as the 
third event in the 1 9 7 I -72 Ithaca 
College Concert Series. He gave an 
ex cell en t performance and was 
we II received by the large 
audience in attendance. 
Lill· played a well-chosen 
selection of pieces which 
represented the different periods 
and styles in music. The first piece 
was the Sonata in D Major _by 
Wolfgang Mozart, a leading 
Classical composer, followed by 
Sonata No. 6 in A Major. Opus 82 
by Prokofieff, a contemporary 
artist of the 20th century. He also 
played Robert Schumann's 
"Kind erscenen,. I "Scenes from 
Childhood'"), Opus 15 and two 
works by Chopin-Ballade in F 
minor, Opus 5:! and Scherzo in B 
minor. Schumann and Chopin are 
both Romantic composers. 
Competition, Lill is recognized a1 
one of the promising pianists n( 
the younger generation. 
36% Of 
New ·voters 
Registered 
C'PS)-An astounding. 36% 11{ 
the newly eligible 18-20 year-old 
voters have already registerl·d. 
according to a recent survey hi 
the Youth Citizenship Fund. 
The assessment was based <>n 
the results of a recent telephont 
survey of registration officials in 
IO:! cities and countic1 
representing 35 states. 
S·alt Mine Theatre Produces 
Catonsville Nine 
Currently on his second major 
tour of North America, John Lill 
has had quite an exciting and 
unusual background. Born in 
London in I 944. he gave his first 
recital at the age of nine. The next 
year he entered the Royal College 
of Music and while there, received 
several awards including the. 
Chappell Gold Medal, the Peter 
Morrison Prize. the Ernest Pauer 
Prize. and the Royal Overseas 
League Competition. He was also . 
awarded one of the first 
Gilbcnkian Fellowships, for 
additional study\ilnd coaching. He 
studied the keyboard works of 
Beethoven with Wilhelm Kempff. 
Carroll Ladt. exe~utive direcrr,r 
of the Youth Citizenship Fund, a 
bi-partisan clearing house for the 
youth registration movement, 
predicted recently that at lea1r 
60% of the newly enfranchised, 
voters will he registered in time 
for the general elections 1n 
November. 
Ahout 68'1c of the total eligible 
voting population registered for 
the 1968 elections. Included in the current plans 
by Ken Holcombe 
participants arc Tim Hunt, 
of Ithaca's new refreshing and Program Director of the 
innovative theatre group, Salt Commons at Annabel Taylor Hall 
Mine. is a pmduction of "The at Cornell; John Bro~lio, a former 
Catonsville Nine" by Rev. Daniel Cornell drama student: and Sue 
Berrigan. The play· written by Grandon. Otis Murphy, and Bill 
Berrigan while serving time in Duncan. all former IC students. 
Danbury Correctional Institution The company has already produced 
for destroying draft records, is such plays as "Krapp's Last Tape" 
scheduled to be performed in and "One· Flew Over The Cuc· 
earlyAprilorMay. · koo·~ Nest." There are 
Salt Mine is an issue-oriented standing-room only at the latter's 
theatre group which includes performances. As Bill Duncan tells· 
performers, directors, playwrights, us, "If a piece needs to be done, 
and technical personnel from it's done." 
varying backgrounds. The Future plans include a 
members of Salt Mine arc production of two Albee plays, 
attempting to fulfill a need of the .. Box" and "Quotes from 
community which has been Chairman Mao Tse Tung", to be 
neglected by the IC and Camell performed in various places in the 
drama departments. Their aim is city on the weekend of February 
to produce plays which will relate 26 . The group also hopes 'to 
to the. Ithaca communit;Y ~nd p,r-0¢c one or two plays to 
open lines_ of communication complement a colloquium on sex, 
bet ween different segments of marriage and the family which 
Ithaca as. well a.~ between the will take place during the sec.on.ct 
~ommunity and the comp~y week in April at Cornell. During 
itself. Among the most active the summer Salt Mine hooe~ tn. 
I jfL'.i .J,c:.;,~~®11\.~3 i I ~ ~ i I 1152 THE DANBY ROAD/ 273-3464 j 
I BRING A LINCOLN LOG I 
FOR OUR FIREPLACE 
FOR A FREE SPLIT OF 
CHAMPAGNE. 
FOR YOUNG LOVERS & 
OLD LOVERS 
A FREE SPLIT OF 
CHAMPAGNE FOR 
VALENTINE'S DINNER. 
••••• 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
»ont-s,. 1J 
Fr.om l JA.J,1.· itt 2:30P._'*·· 
put together a clown troupe and 
puppet show. 
The group is also conducting a 
series of workshops. A workshop 
on acting meets at 11 :00 a.m. on 
Saturdays, the dancing workshop 
on Mondays at 7:00 p.m. and a 
workshop on playwrighting 1s 
currently being organiz.cd. 
Anyone who is interested in these 
or any other segment of the 
theater group is asked to contact 
Tim Hunt at the Commons. 
Salt Mine is funded primarily 
through the Center for Religion, 
Ethics, and Social Policy at 
Cornell. The motive isn't 
monetary profit and donations are 
requested at performances only to 
cover the cost of royalties. 
Proceeds for the "Catonsville 
Nine" performances are 
earmarked for the defense of the 
Harrisburg 7. The group hopes to 
produce the play in conjunction 
with Dan BeQigan who will soon 
be r'eleascd . on parole from 
Danhurv Pri<;nn 
A ft er making a successful 
London debut in 1963, he wa', 
invited to play at the Royal 
Festival Hall. Since then, his 
career as a recitalist and orchestral 
soloist has accelerated. He has 
performed in Britain, the United 
States. Canada, Holland, Belgium, 
Scandanavia. Germany. Austria, 
Italy, and Spain. ln 1967 he was 
chosen to represent Britain at 
Expo '67 in Montreal and has 
been featured in a BBC film of his 
career. Last year he made a solo 
concert tour of the Soviet Union 
and toured Russia and the Far 
East with the London Symphony 
Orchestra. Winner of the Fourth 
lnterna!_!_o_i:ial Tchaikovsky 
COMING SOON: 
SA B · s First Mini Concert 
Mason Proffit 
. 
Good Music *** Inexpensive Music 
love man and woman 
nuclear family 
Beginning February 14 
sex 
9:30 p.m. marriage 
Rowland Hall 
The registration of 60% of the 
18-:!0 year-olds would add sewn 
million new voters for th, 
prcsidcn tial election. Another 14 
million first·! ime president1JI 
voters who have turned 21 sin,e 
I %8 also will be added. 
The youth registration w.,, 
a hove 5 0',;, in several locale,. 
including New York Citi. 
Philadelphia, Pa., and ·Houston 
Texas. 
Allegheny County ( Pittsburgh I. 
aci.:ording to the survey, has th,· 
highest percentage of registercJ 
young voters with 66.lJ'; 
Durham. North Carolina, bas th,· 
smallest youth registration ,11 
6.7'., .. 
The surveyors contactcd 
registrars in :! 13 cities and 
counties but only IO:! of then• 
had records of the 18-to-20 
year-olds registered. The 10~ ,' 
reporting covered 35 states. 
The Youth Citizenship Fund ,, 
a non-partisan organizatio~ 
For A Nice Surprise 
in A I New or Used 
Car see ... 
BOBBY 
CANNAVINO 
68 Firebird 
V-8, 4•speed tapeplayer 
$1695.oo· 
65 Pontiac Tempest 
E!)On., :Z•door, &•Auto, pwr. 
stHrlng $795.0~ 
70 Corvette 
V•I, 454, 390 HP, 4°1peed· 
tapeplayer, pwr. steering, 
factory· · 
$3111.00 (1 Owner) 
'OR A REAL DEAL NOW 
SEE BOB CANNA VINO 
-~ 
Preu~11n1·0,• 20 ~"" 
anti Stuffed C#lla X3184 
'Newman Community 
Bill Zilcqk~~ .... ~ 
hevroleflrice 
• ' • • •.·t • .".:•l.1• 
401 Elmira R~ . 27i_..,.73iJJb 
Creativity Exp_eriment. Aims 
byWa~Silfoward Self-Direction 
1Tbe Ithacan, Fe~ 10, 1972,.,.19 
An innovative sixteen credit 
,1ursc coordinated by four 
ntcr-disciplinary professors in the 
d1ool of Humanities and 
cicnces is being offered under 
111: auspicious title of Creativity. 
The purpose behind instituting 
he Creativity program was, in 
'rofessor of Philosophy Joyce 
'lhrecht 's words, "To arrange a 
11 uation where students can 
L'1,1tc on a one-to-one basis with 
·.1Culty.'.' The course is conducted 
, .1 type of independent study for 
,·If-direction. The class of 
111Hoximatcly 40 students is 
11\ 1Jcd into groups of ten with 
-.1,h student required to attend 
,llir lectures pcr week. each of 
\ h1d1 is taught hy ;1 scparatc 
:1,tructor. In addition, each 
,;o1t°l'~sor meets for one and a half 
1,,urs ma seminar with two of the 
,,ur groups each week. Finally, a 
\c·ckly four hour tutorial L~ 
,·,pmcd. 
Professor Elhrecht, the 
111t1ator of the program. 
11.untains that the social sciences 
11 \lllvcd (philosophy. sociology, 
1,111t1L:al science and economics) 
r,· 111hcrently related. "They arc 
·nµagcd in conceptualizing the 
1" m in a n t v a I u es or t h is 
"ntcmporary period". she said. 
In defining oeativity the 
11oposal outlming the course 
uµgcsts that it relates to the 
, ,· n na I quest ion of how and 
1·11 h111 what limits man is. or may 
1<·comc involved in creating 
11111-clf. his own humanity and to 
\11.11 extent he is the determinant 
ii l11s future. 
Although 'the structure of the 
·1111rsc rests on the pervasive 
heme of creativity, there has 
'l'rn little collaborat1on between 
hl· four professors. Each 
1i-trul."!or is left to interpret his 
11111 disciplinc·s role relative to 
h,· individual needs of the 
What's 
TIie 'Trick' 
For Diclt 1 
1L:",;Sl··-l'rohlcm: How docs 
, 1 11,· Comm1ttCl' for the 
Re-election of the President 
1r.11hlorm a graying, plas.tic and 
, ,. 1 y unpopular Nixon mto a 
~"11th hero'! It might seem like a 
hr,1111-bustcr designed to foil any 
« 1 mputer. but the new GOP 
) "11th Division is ready to take on 
111,· 1.1sk. 
I \·mered in posh offices one 
hln,·k. from the White House, thc 
) "lit h Division ha~ a staff of 12 
prntc~~ional po lit 1cal workers-all 
i'"1ntcJly under 30. unlike former 
\11orncy General John Mitchell 
,,ho will soon take up his old post 
"t head campaign manager. Their 
~outh push, aimed at organizin~ 
111ung volunteers across the 
« 1untry for doorbell ringing, voter 
rq;i~tration and grass-roots 
11 rganizing. is the most 
,ophisticated that any presidential 
c.1ndidatl' has conic up with yet. 
l ndcrstandahly--it's for Nixon, 
.,11n all. 
But. there's vouth and then 
ih,·1l•\ youth, a~cording to the 
1
•
111thful GOP'ers. "Let·~ face it," 
·, 
11d Kenneth Rietz. director of 
·!:,· c:ampaign. "Nixon isn't going 
·., carry the college vote." 
I l1ncfon:. the Youth Division 
:>I 111~ to go easy on Agnew and 
,•: 11 most of thcir energies into 
110 11-1:ollege youth (4/5 of the 
· .\-25 voting). Areas with new 
ii, •u~mg canst ruction -and young 
.. in1ilics-is a number one target. 
The Youth budget is generous, 
.idn11ts Rietz and with an 
<'; ,·-catching celebrity like My 
1iiree Sons star Stanley 
l. 1 v i_l)gstcin and Miami Dolphin 
Linebacker Nick Buoniconti 
ca~pa1gners hope to get Nixon 
ack 'into the White House-or age 
oirig it: . 
-, --....... ~-
students. ProfessorReid Reynolds: .Brous, is in interpreting the 
of the Sociology Department existent economic theories in 
views his role as interpreting "how relation to their social and 
different social environments political environments. "At the 
influence the potential activity of moment," Brous said, "I am 
t h e m e m b e r s o f t h a t emphasizing the effect technology 
environment." However, he and production have on society. 
pointed out that in many cases In other words we arc examining 
the st rugglc for creativity has the impact of the goods and 
resu I ted in some sense of services and their destructive 
alienation. Reynolds hopes that potential to society. I am trying 
by the end of the semester each to view creativity as a way out of 
student w i 11 have undertaken our problems." , 
some degree of "intensive Conversation with a General 
self-examination". Studies freshman entry in the 
Stefan Leader. the Department Creativity program elicited the 
of Political Science's contributor response that "there is an amazing 
to the program. has related his amount of time in this course. 
input. in part. to the creation of Because we can experiment (with 
new political inst it ut1ons: keeping the discipline I 1t provides a good 
one eye on such structures as B.F. opportunity to find a major." He 
Skinner's utopian Walden II. He did suggest, however. that there 
has also attempted to illuminate a still seems to he too great a 
particular dilemma· of creativity reliance on the lectures. ·'Thl· 
whil:h is "whether our inst1tut10ns t cad1er~ arc telling more than 
;ire creating the people or the they arc sharing." 
people arc creating till· Crcativityisonly111toitsfifth 
institutiom." Lcadl·r noted that week hut early sigm seem to point 
there seemed to be a good deal of towards a productive end. one 
interest in the course considering th:1t will. in till· proposal's words, 
the fact that the seminar~ have re a Ii z c ··an in tclkct ually 
occasionally run over their length independent person who can, in 
asmuchasanhour. turn. use his intdlectual 
Pcrhap~ the most difficult independence to maintain a 
discipline to coordinate in this personal independence ... 
course is economics. The problem. · 
according to its instructor, Ira 9 
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD MUSIC 
TILL YOU'VE SEEN THE UTEHOUSE 
An all-new computerized combination of 
sound and light entertainment. THE 
UTEHOUSE. corner of routes 13 & 366 in 
Ithaca. Hear the best music in this 
area in an environment that must be seen 
. . to be believed. 
THURSDAY NIGHT: Beer & Wine Blast 
All Beer & Wine You Can Drink For S2.00 
FRIDAY NIGHT: Electric Elves (only S2.) 
SATURDAY NIGHT: Charlie Starr & "Jamo" (only S2) 
THE LITEHOUSE (formerly the Warehouse) -
continuous music 9 PM - l AM all legal beverages 
u 
....... 
, .. 
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The Horth Farly 
ANY DRINK. 2 FOR 
THE PRICE OF I 
8 - JO p.m. 
-
PERSONALS 
Anyone Interested In working or 
studying In Europe for the summer or 
the academic year, call Seth at x3323 
or x3367. 
Complete drum instn1ctlon by Bennett 
Gale. Call 272·1741. 
Need something typedr For fut and 
accurate service, see Sherry Harris, rm. 
303, w. Tower. x3374. 
Short Baby, 
I hope you have a good home this 
weekend, 
TONI'S PLEASURE Is alive and doing 
better than ever with a new, 
unbelievable vocalist named Marilyn. 
We are now called 
MOSS 
and we are the best thing that has 
happened to the fraternity party In ten 
years! Irwin Goldberg • leader. 
Phone:277-0259. 
Maris, 
Next week It's only live a day. 
Happy Birthday Susan Boas! 
Love, Us 
Strobes, 
I you miss me too muc:h. Just can. 
To Melody and Cam, 
You're both great, keep up the good 
work in Hair. 
The fantastic 2nd even. 
Last open meeting of AIPha Epsilon 
Rho, TV/R fraternity, Sunday, Feb. 13 
at 9:00 p.m., Terrace 36 Lounge. 
51111 haven't heard Big Daddy? 
Cynthia, 
Have an outrageous time in France. 
See you as soon as you're back. 
Love.John 
H.appy Birthday Musky, the firs\ child 
of love and peace. Love, Mom, Dad, 
.and Uncles .and Buddies. 
Dear Stu Z., 
This classified section stinks 
without you! Please c:ome back to us. 
( Remember, between two or more 
human beings there always lies a 
compromise). 
Lonely Typist 
Need Typing Done? Three experienced 
typists have Joined together to offer 
the fastest, lea.st expensive and most 
extensively proof-read work on 
campus. Check out Typing Industries, 
214 Bogart Hall, x357g or 272-4818. 
Last open meeting of Alpha Epsilon 
Rho, TV/R fraternity, Sunday, Feb. 13 
at 9:00 p.m., Terr.ace 38 Lounge. 
they 
think 
of 
next? 
~rWlfe, 
TIM Head Honcho tons you very· 
much. Happy Valentlne's Pay. 
Mama Uama 
&•ward of Denlm-c:~d DIJ1le Greasers! 
B.S.B. 
Publication, Slide, and Thesis drawings 
prepared. Call 539-7%91. 
State street Bargain House, 516 West 
State Street, Ithaca. 
BARGAINS: 
Lamps 
Candle Stands 
Crank Wall Telephones 
Wooden Legs 
Pots and Pans 
Ice Skates 
Jewelry 
Dishes 
Furniture 
Those with sharp teeth spealC with 
forked tonyue. 
B.S.B. 
Wanna learn guitar? Folk/Blues, 
beginner and .intermediate. Call Doug 
at 272•6694. 
WANTED: One astute arr.anger for a 
portfolio of ·original rock songs. We 
have the words and music:. What the 
songs need now Is an arranger, then we 
can publish them. Roy.allies rights. Call 
Jim 272-9255, leave message. 
Cathy Copy-
You're some Inspiration. 
Stu Blue 
Fish-
Th.at Invitation Is music to my ears. 
Now find my accompaniment. 
Brass-
I hope 
ads. 
never hear another of your 
302 
Chan, Vohn, & Boob-
Ma Bell's clapper has struck again. 
Star Flight 
Are you feeling drab, lifeless, unloved, 
and without a friend? Fine. You must 
be an 1 C undergraduate. Call ~tu 
Whammo for a conversation that will 
add sparkle to your eyes. x3769. 
Godo. 
When a new game comes to town the 
people don't have to play. 
An011. 
Pal Windy- . 
I don"t need a friend 
Lenny 
Steven Orville Berger-
I'm looking for a good Pipe Dre.am 
Stu Olsen 
Dear Stu: 
Thank heaven you 1howed up at the 
last minute to save the life of my 
Classifieds section. 
Signed, C.attlkoolCenelmle 
Find it at 
-- 71 Honda cb 171, IEJ1cetlent'iiclndltlon 
FOR SA.LE under 1000 mlles. 00.0. Cat 
273-0SN. a11C for RICI!., 
BOOKS FOR SALE 
C.H. Anderson. Toward A N•w 
soc101011Y. $4 
Murry Edelman. Symbolic uses of 
Polltlcs. $1.75 
Hannah Arndt. On Vlolenc:e. $1 
Kane and Peters. Writing Prose. $2 
K e It q,e r. I n t er p e rs o n a 1 
speech-Communication. $4.SD 
Moore. Creative and Crltlc:a1 
Thinking. $4.50 
Call Bob Woletz at x3765 or x3207. 
Willlng to negotiate. 
Two pairs KLH Model 17 
Spukers-$100. Call Sky or Randy, 
x3542, Dorm 4 rm. %09. 
One AR &·track tape deck with car 
br.acket and lock. Four speakers. Best 
offer. Bruce x3585. Leave message If 
not in. 
Gib.on folk guitar. contact Mitc:h 
x3773 to make offer-need the bread. 
Drawings, paintings, done to order. 
Bring your favorite photos of ho .. es, 
cats, dogs, boyfriends. Vou name the 
media, Ink, water color, pencil, 
charcoal, oils. Call Diana after 5 :00 
weekdays, anytime weekends. 
272-5099. 
Musical equipment: Sunn Solarus, 115 
watts, two 12" speakers; fen'der 
bottom, three 12" speakers; larfisa 
compact de1ux. Any reasonable offer 
considered. Call 272-861 o. 
KLH Model 6 acoustic suspension 
speakers. List S 1 34 each, will sell for 
s 100 each. New as of Christmas. John 
Yackee, x3548 or Box 3·24. 
Brown Turkish suede coat with fur 
hnlng and embroidery. Allynn, 310 E. 
Tower, x3628. 
One pair Fisher Silverglass Sklls. 195 
cm. with Cubco bindings. One pair 
Rieker boots, size t O. One set poles. 
All equipment two years olef. excellent 
condition. If Interested call Barry, 
277-3395. . 
Ski Boots-Kastinger Buckle. Black, 
size 10·1 t, excellent condition, with 
boot tree. Must sell, only $20. Call Jon 
Morris, X3548 or 272•9583. 
Ski Boots-Humanlc Buckle. Excellent 
condition. Size 9M. Best offer. Call 
Bert, x35t5. 
Head 3ZOE Skils. Soloman bindings, 
good condition, used maybe 20 times. 
Price negotiable. If interested call 
Jeannie at x3506 or 272•981 7 Hood 
Hall. ' 
12-string Goya guitar, model TS-5, 
with case. Call Henry, x3783 or 
272-9561. 
Lant•·Flo ski boots. Used one Yea 
$115. Call 272-3641 evenings afl 
9:00 p,m., ask for Jim Tripp. 
Brand new colonial chair and sofa. tw 
end tables, one coffee table,· and 
wooden dinette set with four cha, 
and a formlcha top table. Also, ·tw 
lamps done In maple with brass base 
tall styled for use with end tables. A 
re.asonably priced to sell. Call Lynet11 
x3127. 
1960 Ol!ls, excellent condition, lll tru 
defier of Detroit Junk. very clean, ,, 
tires Including studded snows. $225 
Call Andy, x3482 or 273-9981. 
Garrard SL·55B automatic turntabr 
with base and desk cover, cue patrol 
a ntl-skating and adjustable tracking, 
Force pickering cartridge. S35. Pete, 
Gallup, x3556 or Box E·24. ·-
Fender VIiiage, 12-strlng guit.11 
excellent acoustic: quality, very goo~ 
condition. Call David x3774. 
Zenith Stereo - Ilk!! new - must se11. 
call Dale x3673. 
Refrigerator only 5 months old ana ,n 
perfect condition. New $95. WIii 5,,., 
for S70. Contact Brian McGr.ane c, 
Larry Kraus, W. Tower 1207, JC37 I~ 
Must sell fast! Stuart electric guitar . 
hollow body, red sunburst, double 
pic:k-up. Original new condition 
Bought recently for $120. Will sell fo; 
$75, or best re.asonable offer. Prem,e, 
90 reverb unit • two inputs, good 
condition, $25. Call Harry at x3545. 
"53" Charro Chevy, turquoise blue and 
primer grey. All decked out for cruz111• 
and everything. Fuzzy dice and Bongo, 
in the back. Cheap-only $50 down 
$50 a month for 50 years. ca,; 
S.ancno of San Fernandez at x3207. 
Do UDle Waterbed with frame, pad, 
hose. $30. Paul, x3482, room H·3, 
lrosh setter puppies, three months old. 
AKC registered. Have shots, are 
wormed, $7S each. Donna, X353S 
HELP WANTED 
BESTLINE offers a unique sales 
o P por!unltY. For more lnformaiion 
call 347-4772. 
RIDES WANTED 
Ride desperately needed for one 
person to Long ISiand leaving Feb. 1 1. 
returning Feb. 13. Will share expense,. 
Call Pat x3620 or 272-9572. 
-Need ride from NYC or Jersey to 
Ithaca on Wed. night or Thurs., Feb. q 
or 10. Please call 274·3300. 
Ple.ase help me get to Long Island. , 
can leave Ithaca Thursday, Feb. 10 o, 
Friday, Feb. 11, and return Sunday. 
Feb. 13 If you can help please c:all Pam 
Roemer, x3745 or 273-9894. 
Ride wanted to.Quebec, Feb. 24 or 25 
Will share expenses and driving. Please 
call Shari, x3730. 
ROOM TO RENT 
ONE ROOM IN A LARGE HOUSE IN 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA REMAINS 
VA_CANT! For $65 a month plus 
utilities, someone can rent this room 
and share the hous11 with three other 
friendly folk. House Includes two living 
rooms, ·kitchen, dining room and two 
complete bathrooms. Wow, what a 
deal! For Info, call 272·5041 or leave a 
message at the Ithacan, x3207, ask for 
Steve. 
LOST AND FOUND 
WIii whoever took th1t book "The 
Movie Stars,. by Griffith out of the 
library with a lost ID card No. 39101, 
ple.ase rtturn the ID card to me In 
Terrace IA, Box 310A. Thank you! 
TF!E COLLEGE SMOKER 
314 ·College Ave. 
.. 
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V,;•-,:·-Regains. Olel ~orm 
ca-gers Pull Out Of Slua.-p;_ face RPI Saturday 
f dr. . thre t 'ght A h . . . . by Pb.ii Cbardis . . Ater oppmg ~ s rat t t e.mtenmSS1on 1t was 39-38 away untJ.I tne tmaJ 90-72 score.· with 15, as the Bombers had a ~U-75 victory. 
mes (LeMoyne, Mansfield, RIT) Buffalo. The second half was a Paul Jed everyone . with 27 points 42-36 Jead. In the second half, Notes 
e Ithaca cagers decided to have copy of 'the first, until the f'mal and Hollowell popped in 18. Mike Cortland made the big effort, but Veronesi now ranks third in 
tea~ meetingandfindoutj~st four minutes when the driving Williams and _Doug Campbell .Veronesi kept on the pressure, ,l!-time s~~ring_ with !06_~ 
at it was that was troubling lay-ups of Buffalo's Ken Zak and dominated the b.oards, and the and a super performance on both pomts ... Williams_ IS also t~d m 
em. And ~fter a? ho~r and a the soft jump shots of big Durie all-around play of Brian Chafin all ends of the floor from Mike rebounds ... With 19 m the 
f of talking, discussing, and Burns began to tell. State opened contributed to the team victory. Williams did the Dragons in. Cortland game, Dave Hollowell 
ding o~t in ~eneral what was_on up a six-point lead, and then Steve Synakowski chipped in with camp be 11 was outstanding .also cracked Ithaca's all-ti?Ie 
eryone s mmd, the operat10:° matched baskets with Ithaca until 12 in a reserve role. defensively in his final game, and top-ten ~corers. He should, fimsh 
as termed successful. The air the final buzzer to win it 81-75. Ithaca 81, Cortland 75 "Wild Bill" Folkins and Kenny -at least eighth before seasons end. 
eared, the Bombers pulled Zak ended with 24, and Burns had This was a different Cortland Nigh were super-subs. When it was He leads Ithaca with a 20.9 
gether, and the result was one 20, but Dave Hollowell used his tt:am then the one which Ithaca over Veronesi had 32 points, average ... See you Saturday 
their best outputs of the year tum-around jumper fqr 13 field beat in December. The Red . Holldwell 19 and Ithaca had an tnight at 8:15!!! . 
inst Buffalo State even though goals and 27 points. Campbell put D J t gh · ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••--•••••• 
. , . ragons are a ways ou m V • T k I 
a tosmg effort. It sh?wed up~ on his best shooting show of the Moffet Gym, and this was no ars,ty rac n 
c next two games agam, and t~IS year with 15 points. exception. But the story against . 
c the Blue came away with Ithaca 90, Hobart 72 Cortland was that the Blue had d · d d 
ctories against Hobart and Game stayed close for the first too much Vero~esi for them. P~ul Danger ·Fun s Nee e .. 
ortland. ten minutes, after which it was left no doubt m anyone's mmd / __ 
So here we g~ again on a 22-20, Ithaca. Then the superior that he had his shooting touch· by Dave Fem . . .. _ . . 
inning streak, with only five shooting of the Blue, namely Paul back, as he ripped the cords for Track at Ithaca College has own d1sc1phne. Ideally, this 1s a 
mes left to play, and a record of Veronesi and Dave Hollowell, 16 first-half points. His colleague taken a back seat· behind every nice system: however, not all 
J-6. An NCAA tourney bid is a opened up a lead that Ithaca never Mr. Hollowell was not far behind other sport offered at the school. trackmen arc of the ideal variety. 
JI possibility as there aren't too lost. The Bombers steadily pulled There is a good possibility that This push. which may very well 
.1ny other New York State unless a new track is installed, the provide the motivation and 
ams witJt record much better. \1:.1:1 sport will turn to a club. Without incentive, 1s missing. Ithaca seems 
, the way, Saturday night's ;:--~-;;iii;.,;,;;;;.. the track, this may very well be to be suffering from a two-fold 
me of the season. RPI is the r-,;-;m:· wmpetition. facilities for spring track arc ·me vs. RPI is the last home ~ lC's final year of varsity problem. Firsl of all, adequate 
onference leader, with a 3-0 'B:· • ,·. The situation sce1\ls to be quite unavailable within the school 
ark.andawinisanecessity.For . , simple. A sum of S30,000 is grounds:butsecondly,andinmy 
.1t game the cagers gain one and , · -I needed for a track: however, with opinion more importanht, is a_ lack 
,c one, for it marks the return . .•. the·school 111 debt this seems to be of organization within t e umt. 
opcfully) of center John ,, ·.· .,. quite unlikely. Ithaca used to have It is very easy to give up, in 
cCarthy to the line-up, while . ; a track. It · was devoured in a this case simply disband a varsity 
,rng Campbel) leaves. Doug will SlJ:!,000 project involving a new sport. The same may have been 
, ,igning his pro football football field. If the present done at Adelphi University which 
rntract with the New England indoor team 1s any indication of now holds the world record for 
11riots this week, which will trackatlCthenlfearwehavenot the mile relay. As Clyde 
r .1 p up his varsity career. 1.__..._ long to live. It seems to be rag-tag McPherson. a member of the relay 
mphell deserves a lot of credit; organization taking in anyone team. stated in last week's Sports 
!ling in for McCarthy and who is willing to participate 10 the Illustrated. "If you have a family 
,ponding with tremendous three scheduled meets. and you don't have enough food 
·tense and rebouding and Through the years. talent has to feed the family, you don't 
1proved shooting in every ball ~.,..~ slipped by without ever being throw out one of the kids and 
me. It's only too bad that he ~...-.~ heard of. Trackmcn with then say you have enough food." 
n ·1 finish out the season. impressive high school records just There are several people who 
Buff State 81, Ithaca 7 S Photo by Barb Goldberg were not motivated enough to seem to care a great deal about 
Bombers played State even in participate in the sport. Despite track at I~: howe\'.er, unless there 
ic first half with hustling Five games left for Bombers' play. the fact that the team is coached, is a change among others, track is 
aske!ball, and forcing turnovers·. workouts eo accorcline to one's certain to die. 
hey buddy ... 
SAVE 
QUARRY 
NEED A MUSIC? 
WANT SOME CONCERT? 
EAT A ROCK &-ROLL 
Vt/lentines Day Concert 
Wit!, 
Md(endree Spring 
toantry too/ting 
11nd 
Klondike 
~ondtty, 
Fe/J II/, 
Ben light Gym 
9.00 
•; 
" .. 
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. . . 
• 
The Ithaca College varsity 
swimming team again split theiI 
week's schedule, this time with 
Oswego State and Lockhaver, 
State. 
--
At Eastern Mich. 
Three outstandmg haskethall rebounder tidore the season 
players will make thl'ir fmal homc end~ ... Mike ha~ 753 rebounds (CPS)- Eastern Michigan 
appearance for Ithaca College 1h1~ He's led Ithaca in that department University. under pressure from a 
Saturday nigh: when the lthacans ever since he started playing in his Navajo student, has changed the 
host RPI in ;1 key Independent sophomore season. ima!!,e of the Huron Indian. the 
College Athletic Conference game. A duti:h scorer. Williams has school's nickname, from a 
Co-i:apta111 and ~enior · guard also averaged 10_8 point~ a gami::. "bloodthirsty, whiskey drinking 
Paul Veronesi. who wiJI wmd up He led the team m assists a~ a savage" to a "nobk and wise 
as Ithaca's third all-time si:orer, sophomore. was third last year. i:hief." Photo bY Don Rafi 
· by Dave Fem has netted 1.037· points in hi~ and is second this season. A special student committee 
varsity career and last year, won Co-captain Brian Chafin came rccommended that the symbol A very fine team from decision over Bob Simmons. At 
A 11-American honors. Although to Ithaca from Denver University. and nickname be dropped but a Mansfield State . College . easily I 58 pounds. IC co-captain Wayn. 
"Vero"gotofftoaslowstartthis andhasbeenatopfloorleaderfor compromise was reached th3t defeated Ithaca by the score of Ferguson put on a fin,· 
year. he has come back to score two and a half seasons. called for the revised symbol and 27-9 in a match last Saturday. two-minute exhibition as he scored 
JO(' points in hi~ last five outings An all-out hustler, Chafin has the eStablishment of an annual Mansfield looked much better seven quick points. However. th<" 
and is· now averaging I 4. 7 pomts a averaged 8.1 points a gami::, and American 1ndian Heritage week. than their 5-6 record which remaining six minutes was ·' 
game. He averaged 18.7 as a has been one of the team's assist There arc only 15 1ndian included a 22-12 victorv ovtr different match as Mansfield\ 
sophomore and 22.3 last year. leaders in each season. He led IC students on the campus of I B,OOO Brockport State. Despite several - Ron Miller manhandled Ferguson 
Senior forward Williams will last year with I 00. students. Jo psi de d decisions by the on his way to a 13-7 victory. 111 
rank as the School's nul_!lber two "Mountaineers", Jack Green the next two matches th,· 
::_::_:~~;;~~~;,;;.;;:;.1~
1
.:[i~iiiiiaali• i•"iiiiiii\\\1i\~\\Mi°Nffl1iiijffjj/(-f-{Jj~i!MiJIUl~!IUl[ilUl~N~,~! continued his undefeated season. Mountaineers register.cd pins. .\, :a,· In the first match of the day, 167 pounds, Don McK, · I Jim Baily easily defeated Ithaca's registered a pin over Dave Rem 1, ,. I Dave Kleinfelder by the score of at I :45 of the final period, and .it 
7-2. However, Torn Blank 177 pounds Mike Ricketts pinnul 
followed with an impressive 3-0 Paul Iacovelli. At·that point in 1111· 
victoryoveroppon·cnt Carl Meyer. match Mansfield had .,11 
Blank broke open a zero deadlock insurmountable 27-3 lead. H,,1 
with a third period takedown and co-captain Jack Green brought , 
escape. This was as dose as the cheer from the crowd as :1, 
match would be as Mansfield defeated Mark Sassani by 1'1" 
completely dominated the next score of 6-2. Sassani entered 1111 
six matches. John Fabian fell prey match with an 8-3 rcco,,I. 
to Jack Martin. losing 7-0. ln the however, Green outmusclcd 111:r 
142 pound weight class Ithaca's and seemed a good deal quil~,,·1 
Dale ~ixon was an easy opponent than his opponent as he notch~d 
for Bob Van Blarcom as he his sixth consecutive victory th1 
defeated Nixon 5-0. Glen seasori. The afternoon concluded 
Kinsman followed with a 6-3 on 1he bright side as heavywcigh! 
new location 
OHNESE-AMERICAN FOOD 
· 118 W. State St. 
AR 2-7350 
OPEN TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY 
NEW AND LARGER-FACILITIES 
TO SERVE YOU BEITER 
CARRY-Our SERVICE 
NEED_A 
PLUMBER? 
DIAL Al 3.3393 
DONOHUE 
HALVERSON 
Bill Klein.felder defeated Bc,l• 
Walters for _his second win of th" 
season. 
!C's record now stands at :!..l 
Jack Green leads the team 11: 
points with 24. Next Saturday th-· 
Bombers will meet with R.I.T. 1a 
a home match at 2:00 p.m. R.1.1 
seems to be the team to beat 1n 
the l.C.A.C. A victory wHI mca!I 
first place for either- team in th: 
conference. 
....... -. ... , .. I ,._,. .. ,.,, .. f...-: I 
'• .,,.,.,,s,r• .1 
I CHAR- I 
I BROILED : 
; CHEESEBURGER: 
I- Pkl&ln'-0..S • 
I 39C . I 
I Uie BefoN 2/11/72 I 
I Eattterewl9Ge o,ea11;»a.m.111,.in. ·:. I 
I MINI-DELI(Next.to I I · · Someplace Elae.).. ·, 
.. aVIIW.1nb{ .. 
-··· 
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: Comes To : Women. Take Oneonta f il"iAif .. Siaiiii"iriiiS.1 
- by Dave Rives _ • • • 
• • 
• • 
: Cornell : 
• • For First Win 
Basketball Standings 
College League 
Roller Derby fans crowded Northern Divi;ion 
Team 1nto Barton Hall, Cornell 
University, Tuesday night to cheer 
their favorites in the rapidly 
.:xpanding and fast-moving derby 
by Beth Ni<ico Landon Braves 
Bogart Bucks 
Bool 
W-L-Pct. 
12-1-.923. 
10-3-.769 
7,4-.636 
8-5-.615 
5-6-.455 
5-8-.384 
The women's varsity basketball 
team scored a first game victory 
over Oneonta on February 2. The 
final score rested at 4 7-27, and 
. from the beginning of the game, 
All-Star Derelicts 
The Pine 
The Cat 
The Jays 
Peach Fuzz 
2-11-.154 
1-12-.077 
l!ame. From the onset, the New 
York Chiefs, who hail from New 
York's Madison Square Garden, 
were clearly the favorites and 
Derby addicts circled the ring in 
the practice run asking for 
.n1tographs. A group of four men 
,tood in a top bleacher row 
holding a cloth banner which 
read: "The Cornell Warriors 
,,clcome Charlie O and the 
Ct11efs." The New York team fans 
,· x tended in a welcoming line, 
·":.1iting for the rcknowncd Charlie 
O'Connell. Chief coach. to enter 
the ring. 
the lthacans never let Oneonta , 
touch their substantial lead. ·'i1.':': .. ,-:! .. 
Southern Division 
Monkey's Zip · 11 - I --a.917 
The girls' strong :!-3 zone .~;..-:.!:.,•1·. Marc's Brothers 9-2-.818 
Chief fans were disappointed, 
though. when with 40 seconds 
:emaining in the game. The 
Stluthcastcrn l::aglcs sped around 
the ring to score four points 
which gave them the night: 42-36. 
·1 he game did not lack in 
o;citcmcnt. however. and the 
widely tckviscd sport had its fill 
of fight:,. It was hard to tell 
whether the crowd came to sci! 
,time of the Dcrhy super stars zip 
through the pack on the jam, or 
Ill stand in the bleachers 
,creaming and rooting the 
hot-tempered players. One of the 
bigger attractions of the night was 
,ec1ng Chief Woman Captain 
Sal)dy Dunn battle it out with . 
Fagle Captain Jan Vallow. Vallow, 
a 5'8", 160 pound roller trooper 
was ~:.finitely out for a fight the 
defense kept Oneonta out of the 
key and as a result. placed a heavy 
damper on the Oneonta shooting. 
Pam Schulc was hi~h scorer for 
Ithaca with 14 points, while Mary 
Jean Bubb s arked the defense 
17 rebounds· cutting off the 
percentahlc shot for Oneonta. 
The Oneonta game saw lth:.tcu·, 
entire hunch in the game at one 
time or anothl•r reinforcing the 
depth and strength of the squad. 
Frankie & the Sharks 6-5-.545 
Toads 6-6-.500 
Hilliards Hummers 6-6-.500 
Terrace 'S- 4-7 - .364 
DK's Yelping C:oyotcs 2-8--.200 
Gonzo's Gorillas 0-· 1 I -.000 
Pro League 
Eastern Division 
IIHH Revisited 11-0- 1.000 
The Herd 9--2-.818 
·Queer Wing 6-5-.545 
Fubar h-- 5- .545 
Pi I.am 4 8 · .333 
Warm Flashe~ 2- 10 .lb7 
Central Division 
Funkadolks IO· 0- 1.000 
Commoners Phi l:K 
Dclt;i Kappa ·A· 
Nalls 
Sea Dogs 
Afro-Latin 'B' 
Talcott Tod~ ·B · 
'>-2-.818 
8 4 · .667 
6 · 4 .600 
3 8 - .273 
, <l - .182 
0 I I -.000 
The g1r1s· next home l!aml' is 
their finJI contest ;~gainst WesternDivision 
Hartwick on February 21. at 4 :OO Pe_arls before Swine 11 0 - I .00 
p.m. in Ben light Gymnasium. Pandemonium Ballet 7 --4-· .636 
Awav ,•ame~ include Cornell. Hot Flashe~ h-4--.600 
, "' Phi EK 4 (00 February 8: Brockport. February h - ·, entire night, and she spent her 
time in the penalty box often 
because of illegal blocking. Sandy 
Dunn. however. had had enough 
of Va How's stomach cuts and 
,hest throbs and Dunn noorcd the 
h1gger woman in thl! eighth and 
t1nal pcrid of girl's play. 
9: Potsdam. February 14: and ~1 .. ~1~~oitnts_1.0 ds .. ,\. ~ <8, - -~07~ Photos by Dana Gotthoffer Cortland. February I h. u ~ ·' · - ·- • 
.......... ••••-••--•••••••••••••••• .. ••eliell Volleyball Standings IC Has Three I The Dint~orthern Divis~ono 1.000 
.Peanuts J. I -.750 What the fans wanted most 
though. they got in the end of th~ 
tourth pl!riod just before half time 
when a dual punch-out turned 
11110 a full force war between thl! 
. I The Harm011iums 4--0 -1.000 
Athletes Of The Weeld~~r~v~~:~scarc ~~L:~gg 
I The Mavens I - 2 --.333 
teams. The referees tried to hold Dave Hollowdl. a junior 
both teams apart and failed as forward from Canisteo. N. Y ., Phil 
they too were drawn into the Hopfc. a freshman swimmer from 
punches and rolled into theeentcr Nl!cdham. Mass .. and sophomore 
ring where the players grabbed wrestling sensation Jack Greene of 
I S)•osset. N. Y. have hcl!n selected c· 1:.11r~ to augment thl!ir feelings. 
I he hat tic ended with loud a~ the Ithaca Collcgl! .. Athletes of 
d1cering and as big Charlie the Weck .. for th~ir pcr~·ormanccs 
O'Connell moved his team back lo dunng the pcnod ol January 
their seats, Eagles· captain Sam 31-Fch!Uary 5. . . . 
I 1apula jumpl!d the Chief from· It w~s the thml select ton t~1s 
hd1ind. Barton Hall guards season tor Holl_owe!l and Hopte. 
,it tempted to hold back the and the second lor Greene. 
audience which was ready and Hollowell totaled 63 points 
cagl·r to help the favored Chief. and .1.5 reh~unds last week as 
Cha rl ic o. though. proved he Ithaca s vars1t~. basketball _team 
d1i.tn·t need anyone's help and lost. dose dcc1s1ons to Rll a(HI 
w11h a jab into the center of Bufl~lo State. and won an ca:,,y 
I 1apula's face, he walked away one lrom Ho~art. . 
the victor, leaving the Eagle to he Hollow~ll 1s currcnt~y leading 
c·arried off the noor. the team 111 scoring with a ~ 1.1 
Lead International Derhy average. 
Lucky Lem I -2-.333 
lthaca·s 67-44 win. The JOO Pructt·s Prix 1-3-.250 
victory vs. Oswego was also a pool Peach Fuzz 0-3- .000 
record for Ithaca. Black & Gold 0--4 · .000 
Greene continued an amazing 
streak for 1c· whik· postin!( a .7.-:_ 
decision win in the I 90 pound 
match against Mansfield. The win 
gave him a h-0 record for the 
season. 14 straight dual meet wins 
and 19 win~ 111 his last 20 
matche~. 
Hollowell, a junior Art major 
at Ithaca, is the son of Mrs. 
Stanley Gay uf 32 Mam Street in 
Canisteo. He is a ·o'> graduatc of 
Canisteo High School. 
Hopfe. a Liberal Arts 
freshman. is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Philip llopl\·. Sr. .. UI 
Dedham Ave .. Needham Mass. He 
i~ a ·71 graduate of Needham Uigh 
Sd1ool. 
Greene. a sophomore Physical 
Education majur at Ithaca. is the 
son of Mr. and Mrs. John D. 
Southern Div~n.. 
Schmuckcroos ,-- 0--1.000 
Phi EK 3 - 0 - 1.000 
Buffalo W&C 4--1 -.800 
The Sensuous Men 3-- I - .750 
TT A's 1-2- .333 
Family & Friends 1-2- .333 
Nitty·s Enforcers 1-- 2-.333 
10th Floor Bozo's l -3-.2SO 
Eddie's Bears I -4-.200 
Skin 0-5-.000 
Bowling Leaders 
Mon. Night Men's Handicap 
Talcott 2 29-11-.725 
Fri. Night Mixed Doubles 
Bold Ones 33-7-.825 
IC Women's Handicap 
Sinwilwins 41 -14-. 745 
Bogart Bowling League 
Scrappers 25-14-1 -.625 
Thurs. Night Men's League 
Fixit Quicks 26-13-.667 
News Shorts 
Tug-Of-War 
The Tug-of-War tourney will be 
hl!ld tonight. Teams ari> divided 
into three weight class.:s: J 55 
pounds and under, 185 pounds 
and under, and heavyweight. Each 
team, allowed a roster of seven, 
will send five men out on the 
floor to pull at one time. The 
action starts at 7:00 p.m. in Gym 
I 
Basketball T oumey 
The Pro Leagul! will play its 
last game of the r.:gular season 
today, February I 0. On February 
15. the first elimination game will 
he played. followed hy ,the 
quarter-finals on the 16th. the 
semi-f111ab on the ·17th. and the 
Pro Leagut• championship game 
on the 21st. 
Over in the Colkge Division, 
semi-finab will be played on the 
16th. and the championship game 
on the 17th. 
Basketball All-Star Game 
The Pro League All-star game 
will be played on r-cbruary 24. 
Each captain makes out a five 
man roster. containing players 
within his own division. hut not 
on his own team. The players with 
the mos! votes arc selected. 
Further information on the teams 
and !hi! player selections will be in 
next week's Ithacan. 
Volleyball Play-offs 
Volleyhall League Play will be 
entering an accelerated schedule, 
being ahle Io use the hours 
between b:00-8:00 p.m. to play, 
due to the l!nsuing baskl!tball 
play-offs. Regular season play is 
scheduled to end the 21st. The 
Volleyball play-offs will be held 
on the 24th. Further information 
wi II appear in next week's 
Ithacan. 
***Coming Soon*** 
The scheduled date for the 
instructional golf and tennis 
clinics 1s April I. They will be 
held in the gym from I 0:00 a.m. 
to 12:00 noon. 
Start thinking about forming 
team rosters for spring softball. 
Watch for further information to 
be posted a~ound thl! school. 
League scorer and superstar Judy Hopfe. the second leading 
\IJguire gave a fantastic scorer on the swim team with 71 
performance. slipping over and points, set Ithaca school records 
under big Jan Vallow·s blocking in the I 00 and 50 freestyle against 
to score most o'f the women's Oswl!go last week. and also set a 
Points. Her husband and fellow pool record at Lock Haven during 
Player, Mike Gammon, teamed as 
1;1mmcr with O'Connell's blocking 
10 match her spirited play. Rookie 
!'.layers Tony Nelson and Tony 
Snuth proved their worth with 
'Dille of the fastest and trickiest 
,kating moves in the league. 
Thurs. Nite 
OLD TIME FLICKS 
Roller Derby's rules arc easy 
cnough to follow, but the game 
Itself is so·fast moving and spread 
out that it is almost impossible'to 
~Pot all of the action. Frenzied 
fans, tholigh,·seemed content with 
the game they saw and as the 
crowd was.pushing its way out of 
Barton ·Hall, someone shouted 
"OK:..who's _ _going to start th~ 
Jam?" The laughing .and the 
comments and the excitement 
stretched all the way into the 
P~~~~~t_S..and i~to the night. 
--.-.;..;· ·-...::,-1:..:.:· ---::..-......c:....:___: _,_'.. __ . ___ .:_ ___ - -
S1ack Bar 
378 ELMIRA RD. ITHACA, N. Y. 
•••w, Da, DI•••~ lat•clal At Jihaco Bswl 
OPBN: 8: oo· A. M. till 11: 00 P. M. 
Fri. Nite 
MOSS 
Sat. Nite 
ST ARLIG HTERS 
Sunday J?ouble Flicks 
KING KONG & 
Humphrey Bogart Movie 
RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION: 273~/312 
Ithaca, N .. Y. 
. ·-
r, 
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'12 Telep/Jone 
Credit Card Code 
tracked 
Jesus freaks ViSit IC:,~ 
Yessirree Folks! Ripping off. 
old Ma Bell is still as fun as ever. 
And just to make the game a little 
more interesting the phone 
company has come up with a new 
code for }972. Yip agents have 
been hard at work trying to crack 
the code a1id are now pleased to 
announce their results. Here's how 
it works. 
A phone credit card number 
consists of ten digits followed by 
one letter. The first seven digits 
are just any phone number. you 
make that up. Or better sitll. get 
the phone number of Playtex or 
John Wayne. The first seven digits 
are followed by a three digit code 
which stands for a particular city 
or area. This three digit code is 
referred to in the phone biz as the 
RAO. The RAO 1s followed by a 
letter. But not Just any letter. 
Listen carefully. This letter has to 
correspond to the fourth digit of 
the phone number. ( Last year it 
had to correspond to the sixth 
digit. Boy! Those folks at Ma Bell 
sure are clever.> Herc is the hst of 
fourth digit codes and RAO's. 
Fourth Digit Code~: 1-Z, 2-J, 
.. 
3-Q, 4-S, 5-D. 6-H, 7-U, 8-M, 9-A,. 
0-X. 
RAO's: 03S-Atlanta, 
I 6 7-Berkeley-Oakland area, 
15 9-Hayward, 182-Los Angeles, 
I 05-New Mexico, 072,074 ~nd 
021-New York City. 158-San 
Francisco. 032-Washmgtol) D.C. 
He re are some· examples of 
'credit card numbers you can use: 
834-1656 1822 CZ corresponds 
to the number I). 
893-3079 021Q (Q 
corresponds to the number 3). 
Get the hang of it? It's not hard. 
Anyone can learn. 
Now that you have a credit 
card dumber all you need is a 
dime. (The unwritten law of the 
phone company ripper-offers says 
you alwaxs use a pay phone.) Call 
the operator and say "Hello 
operator'! l 'd like to charge this 
call to my credit card." The 
operator will the_n ask you for 
your credit card number and you 
will say rnnfidently, "834-1656 
18 2 Z" or "89J-J07lJQ". And 
that's all there 1s to it. It's safe. 
It's fun. It's hygienic and 
biodegradable too. 
by Brad Igou 
Special to the Ithacan 
Jesus. Free love. Love Inn. 
Jesus People. What's it all about? 
Love Inn is a 30 acre farm and a 
large barn; it's a community of 
about thirty Jesus People ranging 
in age from about one to 
fifty-seven years of-ag~. Love Inn 
is eleven miles from Ithaca by 
way of Route 13 in Freeville, 
N. Y. Why do people live at Love 
Inn? "The only reason that we 
live there· is to tell people about 
Jesus Christ." 
Love Inn got started when 
Margaret Hardesty. now 5 7. says 
she was healed of arthritis whlle 
listening to a Jesus radio show by 
Scott Ross. now a Love -Inn 
director. This was nearly three 
years ago. and Mrs. Hardesty, 
believing that the power of Jesus 
had healed her of the pain of ten 
years of arthritis, decided to give 
Ross the use of her farm to 
establish a coffeehouse. which is 
what Ross wanted to do at that 
time. Together they made Love 
Inn a reality, /\s Joseph La1acona. 
assistant director of Love Inn put 
it, Love Inn "used to be Peggy':~ 
I Mrs. Hardesty's l farm. and then 
she gave it awav to a guy named 
Jesus.·· · · 
Laiacona. his wife. and 
another memher of Love Inn 
introduced as Dennis, spoke last 
Jesus folk . 
Thursday. February 3, 1972, on 
the 14th floor of the West Tower. 
The program, arranged by tower 
resident John Schmitz. was the 
first in a series of speakers 
presented by the West Tower 
House Council. free of charge to 
the campus. Approximately 75 
people attended the discussion 
which ran from 8:30 to 11 :00 
p.m. 
Love Inn is run hy· the 
pronciples of the early church, 
with community decisions made 
hy - elders, after prayer hy the 
whole community. They live the 
.. 
' e 
HERE'S JUST A FEW OF THE -
MANY GREAT BUYS LEFT! 
ORIG/NALLY SPEAKER SYSTEMS NOW t ORIGINALLY CASSETTE RECORDERS NOW 
$268.00 pr. KLH 6 $/75.00 pr. $49. 95 AMPEX micro 9A $ 35.oo· 
$ J J 9. 00 CRAIG $85. 00 
SJ JO.OO pr. EPJ SO $ 75.oo pr. $199.00 -NORELCO 2400 $100.0 
$228.00pr. JBLMirmet $I $/30.00pr. $139.95 TEACA23 $99.00 
ORIGINALLY 8-TRACK SYSTEMS NOW ORIGINALLY STEREO PHONES 
S/89. 95 
S/99 . .95 
S 99.95 
S/09.95 
VIKING 8JJR 
AMPEX 8400 
TAYO CH632 
$ 79.00 
$/49.00 
$ ll.95 
$ 9.95 
$24.95 
BESTSH850 
TELEX EN5 
TEAC 102 
KOSS-SP3X 
NOW 
$ 6.95 
$ 5.00 
$/0.00 
$14.95 
AND MANY, MANY MORE!! 
"JUST NORTH OF l:fO~ ARD JOHNSO"l'S Off. NORTH TRiPtfAMMEtt ROAD''· 
. . . ~ 
( ) I' I '-.. ,, ( ) ( ) ', l I I 'I I \ \ ', \ ( ''\, ' \ • i I II:' I f •': I \ ·, 
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photo by Bennett smu11y.1n 
life of the New Testament. 
To people from L-ove in.-J~ 
is real today, not a histc,r, 
figure, but ·•my best friend." 
Jesus People did no.I t 
an answer to what 
missing in their lives. Jesu, 
education, money, drug.~. ~n 
ego-tripping, was the an 
They gave Him their life a1,,! 
gave them llis. The-¥ wa1 · 
show the wcrld that ther,· 
"helter way of living." 
l.aiacona stres.~t:d that 
wants to m;ike love to us 1·, 
"purest. most beautiful s,·?1 
meaning He won't force it ,·, 
our throats. This free lo1c· 
Jesus gives. one a "brand . 
life," and as Laiacona said. ·· 
lives within me. God is my f .. 1 
Jesus Christ is my brother 
the Holy Spirit is the guide 111 
life." 
Perhaps the most inter,·, 
section of the discussion celit 
around the results of pra) ~. 
the eyes of people from Lo..:,· 
Laiacona told stories of rr 
and its immediate "answc1 !. 
Prayer for concrete and a :n 
drives up with some ,· 
cememt: prayer for healinl,! 
oil and hrain cancer disarr 
with the anointing of MazolJ 
the healing instantly of a b?,' 
leg: a shorter leg growing J,, 
before one's eyes: and ans,1,, 
prayers for money. a freez,·:. 
many other thing.,;, All ot : 
cases were described 1,, 
audience. Laiacona noted 
this is why Jesus is ·so succn 
and why they know the B1t•I 
right. because Jesus "docs 
he says he'll do." He was qui, 
note that Jesus gave him thli!. 
didn't like, but they were . 
for him. Jesus wants to sh<'" 
love for each person. 
The religion an·d way of I 
this group is based "100% ,, 
Bible." The way of life at 
Inn on a typical day 
something like this: get 11 
7: 00 a .m., breakfast at · 
prayer from 8 to lJ, work f;, 
to 12. lunch and prayer fr,, 
to I :00 p.m., work from I 
dinner at 6, and the evenin. 
usually "free.·: Free exccp 
Thursday when there is a 
Study. Friday and Saturda) 
the Coffeehouse: and of , 
on Sunday there is a p 
meeting and worship serv1L 
the morning at 10:00. An 
can stay at Love Inn for five 
with notification of one's cu 
preferred. After this time. 
stay there is· discussed and 
decide whether you want to 
leave, or whatever. Anyo 
_ welcome to visit Love I 
attend any of its functions. 
people have been aided or 
found answers to problems · 
stay at ·Love Inn. 
Jes us is very real to 
people from Love Inn, and 
want to tell every_one about 
They believe that in every r 
there is a God-ihaped·vacuu 
hole that only God can 'rm. 
your heart is c;,pen for the 
you will beJieve." TcHhese · 
People, life isn'i· .a b'ummer 
Jesus is the r~so.n ~why:;,~ 
: . \ - .... 
.. '• 
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